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CONGRESS RACE LOOKS CLOSE 
NEW HORIZONS 
left to right: Andy T_elsey (V.P. Campus Affairs), Don Senderowitz standing: Terry Brooklin Student Relations and 
Communications), Lanie lzenberg (V.P. Academic Affairs), Bill 
Shayne (V .P. Business ~nd Finance), sitting: Kenny May (Pres. 
Student Body), Cindy Miller (V.P. Campus Affairs) 
(V.P. Business and Finance), Ellie Fisher (Pres. Student Boby), Andy 
Mason (V.P. Academic Affairs), Robin Sherwin (V.P. Student 
R,e}~tions and Communications) 
By Ke!! Holcombe 
, 
Chairman of the S.A.B. 
<'nny May faces Vice President 
· Campus Affairs Ellie Fisher 
L'Xt Tuesday in a 
l>l I y-c on tested race for the 
t udent Body Presidency. 
l 11 d en ts in t e rest e <l i n 
>1 ,·1 nment positions other than 
,. I xecutive Board have been 
111rnlt to find, according to 
1c·,, President of Student 
dJt1L1ns and Communications 
n Breux. 
. \h Fisher, a Junior Planned 
u d I cs Major, has served in 
1 mcrous leadership capacities 
duding the Vice Presidency of 
1111pus Affairs, a Student 
ngrcss representative, member 
the All-College Committee on 
Ill mittees, Judicial Advocate 
the Community Court, and 
·erntive Advisor of Student 
ingress. 
~Ir. May, presently Chairman 
of the Student Activities Board, 
has served as a representative to 
the Executive Board, 
Co-Chairman of S.A.B.'tmembcr 
of the College· Space and 
Facilities Committee, a Student 
Advisor, and others. 
New Horizons vs. Innovators 
Ms. Fisher is running with the 
New Horizons Party ticket. Her 
running mates include Andy 
Telsey (Vice President of 
Campus Affairs). Andy Mason 
( Vice President of Academic 
Affairs), Robin Sherwin ( Vice 
President of Student Ri.!lation~ 
and Communications), and Don 
Senderowitz (Vice President of 
Business and Finance) 
The Innovators, the titk of 
May's ticket, include Cindy 
Miller (Vice President of Cam pus 
Affairs), Bill Shayne (Vice 
President of Business and 
Finance), Lanie lzcnbcrg ( Vice 
Presid_ent of Academic Affairs),_ 
and Terry Brookins (Vice 
AVIS--QUITS 
OUNCIL 
By Ken Holcombe 
Student Body President Greg 
11'is resigned his position on 
c Community Council last 
,·dnesday following a refusal 
· the council to reconsider its 
11
· pet policy~ -
< ailing the Council " a 
lid", Davis said later. that he 
d hoped to have adequate 
Portunity to discuss the 
li<lent Congress postion with 
uncil members on -the floor. 
Uclent _Congress -called for 
c_onsideration of the no-pet 
hey tw~ weeks ago, ··urging 
instatement of the old policy 
allowing pets on leashes on 
n1pus. 
"Incredibly Brief Discussion" 
Having had other urgent 
business, Davis arrived late at the 
Council meeting to find that the 
per problem agenda item has been 
passed over as no one who had 
voted negatively on the present 
policy cared to ask for 
reconsideration. With the help of 
Chairman Firman Brown, Davis 
managed to have the item 
brought to the floor. The 
question was called, however, 
after an "incredibly brief 
discussion." 
Ac ~rding to Davis, all 
members of. the Council voted 
not to reconsider the presenC 
policy except. for student 
representatives Rich Otis, Fred 
President of Student Relations 
and Communications). 
3 Parties 
Unchallenged Thns Far 
One party, as yet nameless. 
has declared itself for the Senior 
Clas~ elections Those runnrng 
and the po~itions they seek are 
Robin Kahk (President), Peter 
Weglinsky (Vice Pr<:Slllent), 
Nancy Strober (Secretary). and 
David Schwartz (Treasurer) 
The Nucleus Party 1, th<: only 
one to declare thus far for 
Student :\ctivit1c~ Board 
elections The party cons1,b oi· 
Bill Frnehl1ch (runnrng for 
Chairman). Bruce Colley 
(hnanc1al St·cy Treasurer). and 
Joanne Ger~te1n (l·.xecut1ve 
Secretary). In a.statement issued 
early this week, the party said 111 
part "The Nucleus Party offers 
the ca rnpus three extremely 
qual1f1ed candidates for the 
S. A. B. executive offices. The 
party offers complete knowledge_ 
Kastenbaum, Div1e Alleman, 
faculty representative Mart 
Brownstein, and· Davis himself. 
Emphas17ing his concern for the 
right of constituent coum:1ls to 
be heard, Davis said "We really 
tnetl to do tlus thing nght, to go 
through the proper channels." 
Chairman of the Commu111ty 
Health and Safety Committee 
Seth Levin tendered a minority 
report from Student Congress at 
the Council meeting. 
Constituent Councils 
More Important 
Davis had made it clear that 
he is not in favor of a 
Community Council in its 
present form. "As far as I'm 
concernt:u che constituent 
councils are more important 
than the Community Council 
because they're closer to the 
p e op 1 e." Davis said that the 
Council is a recommending body 
. yet the administrators to which 
of the functions of the S.A.B. 
and good working relationships 
with the Campus Activities 
Office and the prominent 
members of thL' J.C. 
administration." 
The Nucleus 
l'.irty pledges improvement of 
QVa.ill programming L>n campu, 
through t1ghten1ng of 
commun1cat1ons with a 11 
organ1zat10ns". It abo plans lo 
establish ·'liason offices with the 
/\ t r o. La t I n So c I e t y . 
Intra fraternity Council, I.C. 
Public Theatre, dorms and the 
media." 
The Ithaca Seven 1, the only 
party which has declared so far 
f o r t h e Co m m u n i t y (' o u rt 
elci.:tions. With one ,till to be 
chosen, the candidates include 
three 1ncumbenh Reggie 
Simmons, 8111 Jatfe, and Jacob 
Johnson : a n d three n cw 
candidates: Gail Daniels, 
Marjorie Liburd, and Cheryl 
it reports also sit and vote with 
the Council. lie expressed a fear 
that aclmm1strators tend to 
1nt1m1date some counc1l 
member\. lie said that he 1.111d 
last year'~ Student Body 
i'res1dcnt. Ralph Sicilhano, had 
bee:1 aga1n~t the idea of a 
C'ommurnty Council smce its 
1ncept1on Davis c:.illl!d the 
council an "atlm1n1stra tive 
blunder, put into reality by the 
Ellis L. Phillips Foundation, and 
used as just one more 
bureaucratic barrier between the 
community and the 
administration." Davis said thJt 
several people have tried to 
"ameliorate these 
circumstances", naming Shirley 
Hockett (Chairperson of the 
Committee on Committees), Bo 
Brown (Chairman of the 
Council), Ted Baker (Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences), Frank 
· Darrow (Provost), and Marty 
Christian. 
Election Procedures 
Vice President of Student 
Relations and Communical!ons 
Jon Brcux, who 1s run111ng the 
election, 1s awaitrng further 
declarations of candidacy. 
l'rospect1ve candidates must 
declare their 1ntcnt1ons by 
Sunday , Apnl 8 They must 
submit wntten declarations of 
c.indidaL·y to Breux. 
/\II c.1m;)a1grung will end on 
Monday, /\pnl <J at 11 :00 p.m. 
Campaign materials must be 
taken down by this date. 
The polls will open at <J·OO 
,Lill on Tuesday They will be 
located l!1 the Union L.ohhy, the 
Tower, Cafetena, :.ind the 
1 crrace Caletena The polls will 
close at <J·OO p.111 Student ID 
cards will be required 111 order 
for ..i student to vote and wrll be 
market! 111 a manner deemed 
appropnate hy Mr. Breux. 
C'Olll on paJ,:t.' 3 
Brownstein (l'rofes~or of 
Politics). 
Ellie Fisher New Rep 
Some quarters have charged 
that Dav1\, m resignmg the 
Council, left it with one less 
qudent representative, which 
could only hurt thl' s1tuat1on. 
Davis responded to the charge: 
"I cl on 't feel that I've been 
1rn:~pons1blc in resigning because 
I attend the Council to represent 
the Student Body. When I see 
that the Student Body is not 
being listened to then I feel that 
it is absurd for me to he there 
just to fill a chair." He pointed 
out that the Vice Prnsident of 
Campus Affairs, Ms. Ellie Fisher, 
has agreed to sit in his chair for 
the remainder of the year. 
In. reference to the 
Community Council, Davis said 
this week that "Instead of 
. perpetuating a talse, unrealistic 
cont. on pag_e 12 
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UFOs iN OUR BACKYARDS? I. 
By Ward H. Silver 
Stanton Friedman looks 
somet,1ing like the heavy out of 
a Dr. Strange comic Book. 
Interestingly, this appearance 
complemented the somewhat 
mysterious quality of his subject 
material--the UFO 
phenomenon- -in a talk given 
Tuesday evening in the 
Crossroads. 
slides of various alleged UFOs. 
He explained, however, that 
such phenomena continue to be 
swept under the rug by 
government and military 
officials and that the scientific 
community, though aware of 
such phenomena is, for the most 
part, content to discourage 
further investigation. 
ANALYTICAL 
CONTRADICTIONS 
photo by Joe Gilroy 
STANTON FRIEDMAN 
'"UFO, are real," Mr. 
Friedman asserted. Ile Justified 
this statement by describing in 
detail several incidents involving 
UFO "ght1ng, by reputable and 
~ane individuals along with an 
..inalys1s of maJor UFO 
investigations within tlie last 
twenty year,. lie also showed an 
extremely convincing serie, of 
Mr. Friedman, a nuclear 
physicist, feels that there has 
been an "almoq complete 
unwillingne~s lo use our 
knowledge of technology to try 
to understand UFOs." He feels 
this is grossly out of character 
with our scientific community. 
Item: California graduate 
students scanned 29,910 slides 
before they found what is 
known as the omega mazon in 
the final group of 90 specimens. 
Item: Scientists tell us that if 
even just one ounce of gold can 
be extracted from a ton of ore, 
the venture is economically 
worthwhile. 
Item: Of the thousands of 
elemental compounds examined 
to find a suitable disease 
combatents, only 26 have been 
found. In line with the above 
examples, Friedman cited the 
findings of the 1954 Project 
Blue Book no. 14 which 
concluded that of 21 99 cases, 
434--or I 9%-- were labled 
Unknown. It would seem only 
logical, therefore, that there was 
sufficient reason to intensify 
research after this report. Yet 
why did the Secretary of the Air 
Force, Donald Quarles (sic), 
falsely attribute only 3% of the 
cases to this category in a 
nationally distributed press 
release in October 1955? And 
why, in the early 60s, did 
Friedman find the UFO 
investigation offices enormously 
understaffed and 
underfinanced? 
Why, Mr. Friedman reasons, 
have there been billions of 
dollars spent on a space program 
designed to seek extraterrestrial 
life, one which is so concerned 
with propulsion systems, when 
we have, in effect, a potential 
working laboratory already in 
existence? 
DOCUMENTED UFO 
EVIDENCE 
Since the 1954 Blue project 
there have been several other 
major studies which Friedmim 
related to the audience. One was 
the 1964 National Investigation 
Committee on Aerial 
Phenomenon (NICAP) Report 
Markles Flats: A Learning Experience 
By Alan Sternberg 
For !!,e11eratio11s we ha11e 
tried to make the world a 
better place hy pr<>l'idinr, 
more and more schoolilt!!,. 
hut so far the emleal'or has 
failed. ll'ltal we /,a1•e 
learned instead is that 
forcing all cltildre11 10 climh 
an open-e11ded education 
ladder ca,11101 e11hance 
equalily Intl 11111st fm•or lite 
i ndfridual who .,·,art~~ 0111 
earlier. lteafl hier. or hell er 
prepared: I hat e11jiJrced 
instruction deadens for 
mos/ people the will for 
i ndepende111 · learning: and 
that knowledge treated as a 
co 111111 o di I y, deli1 1ered in 
packages. and accepted as 
prfrate property once it is 
acquired. must always he 
scarce. 
The wonh "equality" anJ 
"indepen'Jent learning" art' 
ct'ntral to tl11s theory of 
t'i.lucat1on propoundt'd by Ivan 
Illich from his art1clt>. "Tht> 
Alternative to Sd1ool1ng." 
quote,! abow. These ..ire exactly 
!ht' precepts upon which Ithaca's 
Mark I es FI at s J u n Io r High 
School is based: l1fr 1s a 
continuous learning process 111 
which everyone shares equally. 
As a result, education will 
hopefully be an extension of life 
experience rather than a 
restriction on it. 
Equality .Jmplies, more than 
simply a breakdown of existing 
castes (the 
stud en t-t cacher-administrator 
hierarchy), " breakdown of the 
packaging and distribution ot 
certain 'important' information, 
a, fll1ch ,tates. "Knowledge 
treated as a cornmoJ1ty." 
lndepenJcnt lcarn111g b the 
recogn1t1on of the importance ot 
the var1011, needs ot the• 
111d1v1dual .111d the necessity of 
org.11111,ng ht, lca1n1ng 
completely 111 acc,JTJane·e with 
th o,c need, 
One• ~triking ll'aturc ot the 
atmo,plwrc JI l\larkil', ,, that 1t 
i-; e·xc·1tl'd: 1t "a community and 
11 h.Js life. r!1l' hu1IJ111g 11'clf is 
old. hJv1ng once be·en the Nl'w 
Y o r J.. (; a , a n d I· I L· c t r I c 
headquartl'r, 111 ltha<.:a. It had 
been redccoratt'd. howeVt'r. 
Brightly painted classroom, and 
wild designs paintt'Li on walls in 
hallways cv1denc·t' a rt'markable 
pe·rsonal1ty. dt>vo1d of the 
typical detached d1s111terest 
which Llt>adens standard schools, 
where things ·or worth to 
students· an.> chosen and hung 
by tht' teachers. 
EQUALITY IN LEARNING 
The fact that students at 
Markles art' not learning alont' is 
outstanding evidence of the 
i.'qualitwhich has become a 
reality at the school. Teacht>rs 
a re not author1tar1an and 
inaccessible. and do not 
determint' by means of tests and 
papers the comparative worth of 
all students. Learnin~ and 
growtb is an individual process: 
to try and judge the extent of 
this by exacting standardized 
exams seems absurd to many 
peoplt'. The student is merely 
alienated from his peers in this 
highly competitive atmosphere. 
Ultimately, he suffers. the victim· 
of an imposed structure which is 
neither receptive or responsive 
to his needs. Classroom 
discussion in this structured 
atmosphere takes place at the 
convenience and insislance of 
the I ea cher and is therefore 
neither spontaneous or open. 
Children say what the teacher 
would like to hear and would 
reward, rather than what is on 
their minds. The classroom 1s 
designed for the convenience of 
the teacher alone and the 
,tudent 1s merely one of a group 
required lo learn a block of 
111forrnation. 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
The teacher at Markles is one 
who facilitates learning, that ts, 
one who makes available to the 
student all the resources and 
gu ida nee al his disposal. And 
since the student/teacher ratio at 
the school is four to one, each 
student can avail himself of all 
this. The teacher 1s as much a 
part of the learning experience 
as his class and the whole group 
may become grt'atly animated 
during a round of discus~ion. 
Because students are free to 
come and go as they please, they 
will leave a class· which is boring 
or below their level of 
achievement. It is the teacher's 
responsibility to maintain his 
student's interest in the subject 
matter. Consequently, the 
quality of instruction in a freely 
and honestly critical atmosphere 
must be high. The uninteresting 
teacher wiil lecture-to an empty 
room and since, as one teacher 
stated, "things are running 
smoothly, almost 99% have done 
their part, since the fall, as far as 
attendance is concerned;i the 
classrooms are usually full. 
Determining course offerings 
which, although privately 
pt1blished, is available on request 
and contains "significant 
evidence'-' that UFOs exist. 
Another investigation was part 
of the July 29, 1968 House of 
Representatives Subcommittee's 
"Composium on UFOs". This 
inquiry heard the testimony in 
person of six scientists and the 
submitted submitted written 
findings of six other scientists 
(including Mr. Friedman). The 
findings were compiled by 
astrophysicists, astronomers, 
meteorolisists and psychologists, 
among others. Of these twelve, 
ten proved to be pro-UFO. 
Yet another report by one of 
the nation's leading UFO 
experts, J. Allen Hynek of 
Northwestern--who has been 
studying the subject for 21 
years--resulted in The UFO 
Evidence a book Friedman 
considers one of the most 
i n f o rm a t iv e in th e, 
field. Once again, this evedence, 
drawn from hundreds of 
sightings by reliable witnesses, 
favors the existence and further 
study of UFOs. 
UNDER THE RUG 
It was the ~ called "Condon 
Report" of I 971, however, that 
attempted to put a final end to 
the UFO phenomenon, 
according to Mr. Friedman. 
Published· by the New York 
Times it contains such 
statements by the 65 year old 
author as "We consider that it is 
safe to assume that intelligent 
life from outside of our solar 
system has_ no possibility of 
vi~iting the/ earth in the next 
I 0,000 years." Friedman called 
this reasoning foolish and 
proceeded to explain how 
controlled fusion (such as in a 4' 
box containing 4400 million 
is a collective effort of the entire 
community; students may 
initiate a course if five of them 
present a proposal which 
demonstrates interest and an 
instructor can be found who is 
qualified to teach it. Courses 
which have proven uninteresting 
or unworkable are dropped from 
the curriculum. Students obtain 
necessary New York State Board 
of Regents requirements as well 
as several electives including: 
politics; a course in perception 
(which is on a par with many 
college psychology courses); and 
a course called "college course" 
in whi\:h ten students were 
selected and will regularly attend 
and receive credit for courses in 
education and history currently 
taught at Ithaca College. The 
pnmary object of this offering is 
to tear down myths and better 
•prepare the eighth and ninth 
graders for the all important 
college selections that they must 
make later on. 
The woodshop, pottery wheel 
and lending library are all 
extensively used by Markles 
students as by students in 
other students in other schools. 
The difference lies in the fact 
that Markle's students are not 
told what to read or given little 
cut and dried projects which are 
considered functional by 
teachers: Students ask for help 
in fi!)ding books to read and 
de singing woodshop acitvities 
which they feel worthwhile. This 
provides a much greater 
incentive than doing work 
someone else wants done, and 
t h e p o t e n t i a I . fee Ii n g· of 
accomplishment must be 
proportionately greater. 
- RESPECT 
Self-respect and respect for 
others is an interesting by 
product of a system which 
refus.:s to demean the 
individual to an external 
structure and an omnipotent 
( 
watts) could provide energy f 
a new system ·of jet propulsio 
It is developed such a system r 
interstellar travel. 
A THREAT TO EGO 
Although our technologi · 
ignorance ("Prog.ress comes fro 
doing things differently, 
Friedman likes to say)' h 
accounted for a significan 
portion of the UFO enigm· 
there are still other obstacles t 
overcome. One, Friedman say 
is a general ego problem. H 
likened our present situation t 
that. of Copernicus' when th 
Greek scholar suggested th 
Earth revolved around the su 
rather than vice versa. -Pu 
simply, the intellectua 
community wasn't ready to b 
told that the universe didn' 
rotate around their own world 
Because he was acutely aware o 
this arrogance, Friedman noted 
Copernicus wouldn't have h1 
findings published until h1< 
death. The dilemma today 
Friedman maintains, is one o 
ridicule by one's peers- -2 
dilemma certainly .. more 
uncomfortable for a kamJ 
farmer than a Harvard 
astrophysicist. 
Mr. Friedman's objectives can 
best be summarized in his pka 
to potential UFO witnesses to 
"draw back the laughte1 
curtain." In other words, don't 
be afraid to relate what you sec 
to your newspapers or loCJ! 
UFOiogists Perhaps the idea 
that our civilization was born 
from microbes left in the dirt ol 
a Trafalmadorian Space Party 11 
beyond our wildest imagination 
But it is this imagination thJt 
Friedman believes will help us 
understand and prepare for yet 
another future shock-- the 
everpresent UFO phenomena. 
authoritarian bureaucracy. The 
denial of overriding authority 1s 
sought by all members of the 
Markles community as a positive 
step towards personal contact 
·and respect essential to the 
maintenance of equality and 
independence. Structure do~s 
not exist as an end in itself, but 
rat her as a supplement to a 
s po n ta neo us· d a i I y I earning 
experience. Lessons a,e 
prepared, but students me 
encouraged to and do embark nn 
tangents and digressions wh1, It 
more fully satisfy thcJJ 
curiosity and will to !earn 
Spontaneity and exictement 
result. 
COMMITTEE ON 
ALTERNATE EDUCATION 
The furor raised around 
Markles Flats Alternate Jurn,,r 
High School has settic'J 
somewhat. Betty Muka; 
allegations that the school 1s 
'incompatible' with the state 
educational systems and the 
Markles students have fallen JI 
least one year behind students JI 
other area schools, has bet'O 
legally refuted. The school 
which had been closed pending 
investigation by the state board 
of education has been reopened 
until June 30 by Theodore 
Sturgiss, Superintendent oi 
Schools, in order to quell the 
divisive controversy threatening 
the future of alternate education 
in Ithaca. The reopening of 
Markles Flats served to quid 
acclaim and allow investigation 
of the problem anli hopefullY 
implementation of some 
solution. 
The Ithaca Schools AdivsorY 
Committee on Alternate 
Education is a twenty-one: 
member board charged with the 
responsibility of thiS 
investigation. Sensitive to the 
needs of the students and of the 
con~-page 12 \. 
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THE MILITARY,MONEY GAME 
By-John P. Stern 
he annual stockholder's 
ting of Litton Industries, 
held early last December at 
rly Hills High School, ended 
jolly note. The 90 minute 
on was adjourning, 'The L.A. 
es reported, when an elderly 
an stockholder took a 
rophone to offer her best 
hes to Roy L. Ash, the 
artlng president of Litton, 
had just been named 
ident Nixon's new director 
the Office of Management 
Budget. "I'm sure" she said, 
t he's going to- have Litton 
his heart and soul." Ash, 
kl ng a bit uncomfortable, 
•hed along. .-
Nixon Business Prototype 
he Litton stockholder may 
~ been a bit indiscreet, but 
confidence in Roy Ash was 
unfounded. As director of 
B, Ash serves in a position 
t is now widely regarded as 
most powerful, after the 
~sidency, in the entire 
<:cutive Branch. He will 
·rc1se enorn10us influence 
r the budget submitted to 
ngress by agencies of the 
1111 nistration, and over the 
ys in which appropriated 
us are spent (or not spent). 
hough Ash is at "the he11-rt of 
~ defense contracting 
I 11,try'' (Senator Proxmire's 
nh), he is the prototype of 
, manage rial and business 
lple that Nixon is placing in 
h governmental positions in 
It' r to reshape the federal 
,;1ucracy to his own style and 
ptlS~. 
A Tough Negotiator? 
l nl\usion. never. Why should 
\\ rc:frain from participating 1n 
,·1, ions affect 1ng military 
1.: nsc contracts'? Ht: knows 
,, butters both sides of his 
-.1d. In th.: defense contract 
l~lll, managers are not valued 
their ability to manage, but 
their political contacts. their 
h hying and public relations 
!Is. their success in obtaining, 
--- . 
renewing and enlarging 
Government contracts. President 
Nixon says that he ·admires Ash's 
managerial skills. A real tough 
negotiator. While Ash served at 
.Litton, its total profit margin 
plunged from $85 million to $2 
million- in just two short years. 
For this type of meritous 
management behavior, Nixon 
rewards handsomely. 
The Hard Facts at Litton 
Lets zero in on the ·system 
that is best described in terms 
that are current in the industry-
"buy in , bail out, get well." 
Litton Industries, which ranks 
eleventh this year among major 
Pentagon contractors is 
currently pressing claims of 
more than half a billion against 
the U.S. Navy. Most of the 
disputed money is related to a 
contract for construction of 
landing helicopter ass·ault ships 
(LHA 'S) at Litton's "shipyard of 
the future" in Pascagoula, 
Mississippi-an installation that 
Navy auditors described last 
spring as riddled. with "poor 
workmanship and repetitive 
defects.·· A tour of the 
"shipyard of the future'' 
discloses, along with the hull of 
the LHA, the rnnssive 
superstructure for the saine ship 
and the first of five sections that 
will eventually make up the hull 
of the second LHA. Asked 
where the other l HA'S are, a 
Litton spokesman waves back 
toward piles of steel plates anu 
talks of the rapitl assembly-line 
system that the yard employs. 
The Navy's Sl.2 billion Ll-1,-\ 
contract, whicJ1 onginally called 
for construction. of nme ships <1t 
a cost of S133 million each, has 
been cut back to five ships at a 
cost of S'.137 m1\lion each. 
Delivery of the first ship is now 
running almost two years behind 
schedule. Senator Prnxmire 
describes Litton shipyards as 
"among the most poorly 
organized and wasteful i1> the 
world'' and wonders when the 
company will he operating at 
ELECTIONS 
cont. from pa,:e I 
INNOVATORS PLATFORM 
...... 
stabhshment of a grievance committee on campus to protect the rights of 
dent workers and to Improve rela\1ons betY1cen maoaqcment and student 
or. To be used for arbitration in cases of wage disputes, unfair worl<,ng 
d1tio11s and othe! ioequltres. · 
Institution of a regular campus wide poll in order to 1<eep Student Congress 
the Administration aware of the students' feelings an all important issues. 
Strong support for special dorms that would create learning situations outside 
classroom suet, as the '•living-learning"dorm. 
A Publlca\ion of the results of faculty evaluations. This would g,ve the 
dents more influence in the hiring and firing of faculty. 
Account books of Student Congress would be readily available at the Student 
ngrcss office, and a present at every otner Congress meeting so tl1at every 
rcsentalive may el<arrrine tnem. 
We would like to see the tnter,Frateroity council, s,ncc they are tl1e ta,gcst 
an,iatioo 011 camous, receive greater funding. 
A master list of Offices, Officers, and their function on the I.C. c3mpus for 
erral of student problems and securing of funds for those who need them. 
AND MORE 
NEW HORIZONS PLATFORfyt 
J~dstuuent !ioveromeot communications system,inc1u~i119 a weel<IY executive 
newsletter. Elimination of red tape in terms of actualizing people's ideas. 
Further encouragement of the 11v111g-learni11g situation, such as the Creative 
rm and the Alternath•e Structures. 
Institution Of a Literary magazine, to be an al\nU.i.l or biannual publication, 
PPorted by Student Congress. -
An annotated dlrectory-·TJle studenls Gulae to Ithaca- with information to 
ars really 9011'19 011 around twon and campus Including lnforttlatloo ,011 
0 essors, col!rses, etc, ' 
An Office· Of Student concerns, created to eliminate more of the red tape 
ngle Wherever stL.1dents and/or their probJe ms are Involved. 
A , 
u community. vacation bureau ... an l11e,cpen1h1e wa'J to arrange any vacation 
al< ~ant to tat<e. Congress has been workln'g on this for years, we'll flnally 
e it happen next year, To be run by Business Admn. ,naJors. 
T ,_ - ' . . . . 
1 he establlsJJment of a worken• Appeals .coromlttt,e, deslgn11d to deal with 
~-ectlve POiicies regardln_g ttudent worker hiring, Job conditions, firing, and 
ANO MORE 
., 
40% efficiency. And the thought 
is bedeviling, Roy Ash will be at 
the top of the Military Money 
Game to secure the largess from 
the governmental welfare system 
so that Litton can procees. 
Essentially the Military 
Money Game plan runs as 
follows: a corporation buys in 
by submitting an unreasonably 
low bid for a military contract- a 
bid that will satisfy the budget 
limitations imposed by Congress 
and _ theoretically observed by 
the Pentagon. Often the buy-in is 
accompanied by a "golden 
handshake" an unwritten 
understanding between the 
contractor and the military that 
the costs will eventually have to 
rise to a more realistic level. 
Once· the con tract is secured and 
in process, the contractor seeks a 
bail out to meet his-
unanticipated costs. As a rule, 
the bail -out is obtained through 
renegotiations with the 
Pentagon. If these should fail, 
Congress 1s the last resort- as in 
the S250 million Federal loan 
g u a r int e e provided for 
Lockheed. The government finds 
itself in the uncomfortable 
position of being both buyer and 
banker. 
Toys of the Rich 
.. Well. the list of cost-over-run 
boondoggles boggles the mind 
( cast over-runs for 4 7 maior-
weapon systems now add up to 
S36.S billlon). What people can't 
accept is tlie excessive costs in 
many contracts lGrununan's 
-F-l4, Lockheed's C-SA military 
tran~potl-two have crashed. an 
engine Jell off the wing of 
another) 1s tlwt military 1.:ost 
ove1-run, arc deliberate 
economic poficy. Defense 
contr.!clors an; not kids. The~e 
arc the big hoys. Big contracts 
m~an more jobs. Anu tci the 
extent that governrncnt buys the 
contract and continues to buy in 
&bail out \Vt) the taxpayer. are 
saddled with the not :;o jolly 
proposition of socialism for the 
rich, capitalism for the poor. 
O.M.B.'s ROY ASH 
Controversial China Scholar 
By Yehuda Michel Ben-Tzvi 
.Ja1.:k Chen. who worked anu 
\lveu l!l CGn1mu111,t China f1om 
] 'ISO tn I '171, will he appeal 111g 
on the ltha..:a Co\\cg.e ..:ampu, 
Thursday, .t\pn\ S at 8:00 p.m 
Mr. Chen is p1~,~ntly ,erving as 
con,ultant tn the: State BoaTLl of 
Education 1n · Chinese Studies. 
While in Peking. Mr. Chen 
workt'd on the ,taff ot the 
Peking Review. 
-Mr. <:hc:n's e111plnyment by 
the State ot New York ha, 
ca u,ed much controvcr,y 
Se 11;.1 tor Jame, Buckley ( R-C) 
has made ,e\'eral protests to the 
St<1te Education Department, 
allegrng that Mr. Chen '· ... has 
1,een a long stand111g apologist 
and propoga nu 1q for the 
Corn1nun1st Chinese." Other 
conservative legislators anu 
members of the Young 
A mcricam; for C-rcedom have 
jo111ed in these pro!esu. 
New China Curriculum 
/\, a curriculum cnnsult,t1ll 
Mr. Chen's dut1e~ 1.:ons1st of 
kctunng at collcgl' campu,e, on 
contemporary ( 'hrnt'sc .itla1r~. 
..:ornpili.ng teaching matcnah, 
and er1l1'11ng re~ources that 
would nc par\ o\ a 
contemporary t'hine,e 
currii;ulum. These matcnal, ,111d 
rt:~ources would not be 
mandatory for use in colltgt•, 
and public schools hut would be 
avai\.ihlt! for those who want 
them. 
A\:1:mdmg; to Mr Chen. the 
purpo,e ot his Job 1s to " . g.1vt' 
the f.ich about \il'c 111 China 
today·· F\lthermore,Mr_ Cllen 
stated, "l don't s<.:L' how 1t could 
be done any otlw1 way L'Xcept 
hy .i per~on who ha, \iv~d there" 
ret'ernng to his particular hiring. 
The Cultural Revolution 
Mr Cht:n'~ talk at lthac.1 
College will ht.:-·Jn ... I hi: Cultural 
Revolut1nn A View 
from !'eking." Follow1ng the 
kctun'. I here will be ,1 que~t 1011 
period wtuch Mr. Chl'n will 
respund lo quene, about fd..:ets 
ot Ch1nl'sl· life ·1 h1~ pmg.ram 
will be mo~t informative and will 
help 12 promote under,tandinJ;?. 
hdW\!l.!11 ,\mencan and Chine~e 
people·~ 
TM-ANOTHER WAY 
You a re .swimmmg rn the 
stormy Atlantic. The rough, 
choppy sea batters you until you 
fee.I like George Foreman's 
sparring part ncr. You are bruised 
and exhausted, but suddenly 
you dive to the very bottom of 
the ocean floor. 
All is quiet there. All is 
serene. You :;ce fish and plants 
more beautiful than Lake 
Cayuga on a fall· day. Finally 
you swim into the intoxicating 
blackness of the .ocean deep. 
When you surface, the storm 
is over, the sun is shining. You 
are deeply rested from the quiet 
of the ocean, and you are 
e.xc\ted because yqu have 
touched unknown depths. You 
swim easily now, the concrete 
water beneath supporting you. 
You have just experienced, in 
very metaphoric language, what 
T ra nscendenta\ Meditation is 
like. Transcendental Meditation, 
or TM, is a completely natural, 
effortless technique which 
allows the mind to experience 
finer and finer levels of thought 
until it transcends thought and 
arrives at the source of creative 
mtcl11gencc. 
Tra nsl:enuental Meclltation is 
a technique taught by Maharishi 
Mahcsh Yogi, and Indian sage, 
whicn allows its pra..:titioners to 
reach a fourth level of 
cons\:iousness, the source of 
great creative energy and 
physical rest. TM is based on the 
mind's natural ability to move 
tow:iru greater and greater 
happiness and pleasure. 
You experience this natural 
tendency when you have betm 
Continued on· pt1g~ 6 
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J Ed itoria I A CONGRESSIONAL RECOR 
Tedious. That's what it is. When one looks back. at Student 
Cor.gress over the last three or four years, it has to be tedious trying 
to come up with anything ofworththat that body has been able tp 
achieve. That is, something truly innovative~ potent and far-reaching. 
It 1s difficult in fact, for most students to recall the last time 
Congress was graced with a sizeable audience drawn by a 
controversial issue. And to sustain that interest for two or even three 
meetings? Unheard of. 
lew more teeth now) only began to take shape once again after 
students--unilaterally-attempted to boycott a Towers dinner. 
Furthermore, two Congressional elections ago I. C. students voted 
to ratify the People's Peace Treaty and ban F, B. I. agents from 
campus. This year there are no such proposals riding alongside the 
candidates' names. It's just Ellie and Kenny and most of you could 
probably give a damn. The platforms are noticeably similar. Not 
suprising when one considers the ultimate fate of those 
platforms--''.<\Jl power to the Board of Trustees, "right? We may as well accept the fact that Student Congress is a sterile 
and all but lifeless hody that exists to~ay merely as a play toy in the 
hands of the administration. Its "successes" are little more than 
petty favors none dare call it patronizing - conceived in backstabs 
Jnd beer,. It is rather ~ad to sec that· select precious - few who , 
bust their as,<.!, from week to week trying to make sense of this 
\ha 111 hks. 
Cynicism? Perhaps. But can· Student· Congress institute an 
effective living-learnjng experience? Does it have any real say over 
the presence of narcotics agents on a predominantly soft drug 
campus? Maybe someday we'll be able to let our ani~als run free on 
campus thanks to Congress. But don't hold yotir breath or throw 
your leashes away. 
Some nl u, can recall the political climate of 1968-69 in Ithaca; 
the days elf SDS and black n.ige, the lrce Frog and F.U.S.A. Later 
thne Vvas hirth Day, the E.O.P cutback of spring 70 ( one of I.C.'s 
rno,t active time p_criod,. al least consciousness-wisc), the 
Goldman-'! aber lllcllknts, and even the fearles, Tiohero. There were 
111,>mcnt, of tension to be ,urc, but we were alive and concerned. 
Can we ,ay the same today'? How cheap is political power on this 
campu,'' 
The only rationale that has been given for the existence of ~ 
Student Congress is that it is the only effective voice the student at 
h>ur year, ago a fellow named Peter Orville, who never officially 
ran Ill that year's election. proposed nonetheless that there be a 
cooperative bookstore run by students. To this day, you can walk 
mto the old Student Govnnment office (their new one is plusher 
hut their powl'.r stays the same) Ill the West Tower and see stacks of 
hook, galhenng du,t--the long awaited Student Congress Book 
I rade-ln in lull swing. 
I. C. has. However, the blanket of silence that covers this campus 
leads us to believe that perhaps even that aualification lacks 
acceptance. All st4dents seem to want these days is a decent concert 
and a row of pinball machines (the latter having been recently 
realized). As for S.A.B., the Black Weekend fiasco opened a few 
minds to their proficiency in handling the majority of student funds. 
And finally, the haggard progress of the Cayugan since its return 
from the ashes indicates the concern Congress shows for its allotted 
$24,700. 1 
Brevity may not have been the watchword here, but the 
undeniably stagnant condition of Student Congress is extremely 
critical and bears this extended coverage. Next week's election is 
certainly important-the fate of some sso:9(fooo is at stak<!. It 
appears that the turnout will determine whether or not this money ,\nd that's .1ust the pitiful heg.innmg . Three year, ago Paul 
l.c·venlhal'~ Change Party proposed an oprn tramcrip-t files polky 
thJt bear~ a striking rcscmhlancl' to the onc,..just offered by Seth 
I evin. AnJ the c,ills by M1. Lcventhal's predecessors for 
rccxaminalHin of the Food Service plan? That idea (with perhaps a 
_ will be spent efficiently in the coming yem. This may exemplify 
what we fear to he true-that Student Congress as we know it at 
' Ithaca College is a voiceless and powerless institution fooling 
nobody but itself. 
It " no big wondl'r l h.i t -your 
p,1pl'T ha, haJ ,o 111uch trouhll' 
111 ft1nl"l1011111g th1, yea,. It 1, a 
vny t1rt•,01111: paper of. Ill my 
op1111011, little rt·kvl'nce to the 
collt·ge c·o111n1un.1ty It 
repc,1tedly prints articles lhal are 
tihviou,ly n11,co11'lruant·es ot 
the facts. One spcc1t'ic example 
of your l!ll'pt reportrng which 
moved me lo wntc to you wa, 
your own article on thc Loggms 
and Mcss11w concert at ( ·orncll. 
I would like lo clanfy lo the 
reading population of the 
Ithacan the lalac1e, that you 
pr111tl'J ah<>u! "'Loggins and 
Me"1na" Ill yolll March 2'1tli 
1s,uc·. At the present lime. along 
with he1ng .i student al 1-lmira 
College. I am the music t·d1tor 
for a campus maga1.11H' ent1tkd 
The Trapezoid, My photographn 
and ll!y,elf arr.1nged through lht· 
Sh1ffman and I.arson 
Management Agt•ncy to traVl'I 
with "Loggin, and Messina" 101 
a weeh. and do a feature ~tory on 
the hand for our next ed1!1on. We 
tr:ivc·kd with tht· hJnd for a 
week on lhe1r mo,t r :n·nt nor! h 
ca,tc•1n t·oncert tour and 
aL·cord111g to the· i:roup·, road 
lllallagL"I Wt' c'aii;;. OUt of lht' 
tour knowing 11101t· Jhout the 
hand than anyonl' t·bt· 
Wl' attc·mled. the c·oncert Jt 
Cornell and cvc•n attended the 
1d1ol press confrrenee w1lh all of 
the groupie new, people' asking 
lud1crou, que,t1011, about the 
hJJHI 
Io gt'! to thl' po1n1 ot th1, 
letter I would now 11\..e to 
corret·t the nustakt·, 111 you1 
article and I would also suggest 
lo you that you send a c·opy of 
your correction alL!.llg with an 
Jpology to Loggms and Me,s111J 
111 care of Shiffman and Larson. 
To start uff with. the only 
re iple that crowded Jim 
Messina's monitors were the 
press who were allowed to sit 
between the roped oft area and 
the stage.The audience was 
nowhere near the monitors: only 
the press were. The only reason 
that the road manager . said 
somethinir about th<! 
monitors was hecause the press 
people contrnually knocked 
them around ~o that Messina 
couldn't hear him.self sing. 
Another reason that. there was a 
complaint stems from the fact 
that each monitor 1s extremely 
expensive and 1s hard to repbce 
11 <la111aged. 
·1 h e , e c o n d a n d 111 o, t 
1111 portant correction of your 
article 1s !hat you didn't bother 
to_f1nd out who the drummer of 
I he band was. I don't know 
where you pulled Ill the name 
Danny Loggins as the drummer , 
h<!cause lhe only drummer that I 
lalk<!d lo the whole tour was 
Merel Breganle. Bri:gante has 
been with thc hand since their 
formation and 1s the only 
drummer lo ever play with 
Loggins and Messina. 
Another corrccti'on that 
should he made 1s that Kenny 
Loggms does not have a brother 
by the name of Danny. HI! never 
did and as tar as Kenny and lw, 
parents know he never will. The 
only Danny that Kenny Loggins 
could he remotely associated 
with would he Danny 
Lotte,moser. the person who he 
usl'd lo wnte snngs with when 
ht' worked for the Pamco 
PuhlisJ11ng Company about four 
yl'ars ago. 
One last correction: Jim 
Mess111a 1~ the sok author of 
"Nobody 13ul Ynu". 
In dosing lh1s Jetter. all I C-an 
,ay 1, lhat your op1111011 of the 
group's t·onn·rt al Cornell 1s 
your privilege. hut you should 
111akc stir<' that your final copy is 
fad and not fantasy. I wish both 
you and your paper he.ter luck 
111 the future and I hope that 
YllU will print this letter to set 
the record straight and to 
apologize to Yllllr readers for 
1111skad1ng th<'m. 
, -Smcerely yours. 
John David Haas 
The 1,·r11cr r<'gn•1s l11s error 
i11 c1s.11g111ng so11gwrit111g credi, Jin· 
",\'orn1d1· 0 H11t l't111 .• (II Da11111· 
I. 11ggi11.1. . I !so. 1/ i11 .fact rhc 
dn11111ncr al Comet/ wa.1 Mcrt'i , 
Hrcga117c (which, cJffonling to 
y ti u r ad1·a II ta [!fll/s 110s i r 011. 
ll/1/l<'cll'S Ji•asihh•-). ir IS UI~ t'l"('/1 
sc1ddcr reJ/ectio11 011 the writer"s 
optimistic ass11111prio11 in Im 
article that i.e. ··. . . Mad 
Brega1/t(' u·mt!J ha1·c bl!i.'11 a 
mark(•J i111pro1·t·1111u 110 d,111bt. ·· 
/11 n·gard.1· rn th£' m011itor 
<'0111111c•11t. the• 11•rita. 11'//o has 
at1e11dc•d a 11uv,bc>r of t'Ol/cc•rrs 
ut Cvmdl a11d elsewhere, was 
unahle to rew/1 et'er haPing seen 
such u degree of fuss111es.1 as 
there wa.1 in Jront oj the stage at 
Burton Ila/I rhut l'l'e11i11g. /11 fact 
he did nor sec an 1· wildel'ed 
rres1 reop/c hu11gril:1· hreati1111g 
do 11•11 Messina '.1 throat nor did fr,, 
.1e,· any apparent danger '!1 
da11w1s111!{ the hand\ 111unitor.1. 
Furthermore, you a.1 a 
r1111r11a/1st1c editor sh'!ulp 
II II d (' r ,\ r a II d t h l' \\' II ,. d 
·rcporu:dly · to llldicatc a certain 
amhigull\' concerning the actual 
source o.f r/1e monitor comment. 
}'ou should direct this comment 
instead to the member oj the 
Cor11ell Concert Commisssiun 
· who was responsible ji>r telling 
this to the writer. 
Finally, the writer 1s sorry to 
hear oj the non-existence of Dan 
l.oggins. lie would like ro quote 
(rom an arllcle in the trade 
111aga:::111e. Words and Music 
(N111·. :!, /97:!, I'. 3-IJ which 
11urc.1, "I-:enny wrote 'Danny's 
So111s · Jor Ins brother, when 
Dann 1· s first c/11/d, Colin was 
h11r11." Hy th<' way, hal'l' you 
checked to .1ec who wrote 
· Vaheve/a .. , 
TO THE EDITOR: 
For many years the Ithaca 
College school· of Ptrysical 
Education and Recreation has 
been able to build up a good 
reputation of turning out very 
q u.a Ii fie d students. This 
reputation has been maintained, 
and possibly even raised. with 
the building of a varsity hockey 
team. This year the hock<!y team 
had one of its best seasons. and 
was looking forward to an even 
better season next year with all 
of the players rl!turning. 
However. after the season 
ended hockey coach Forbi:s 
Keith I dt Ithaca C'olkgl! to 
accept a new position at Elmira 
College. Now that coach Forbes 
K<!ith has left the future of th<! 
IthacJ College h.ockey team is in 
jeopardy. At this time the 
college has not appointed a new 
head coach for next year, evl!n 
though thi: assistant coach. Ed 
Amhis, is willing. qualifi<!d, and 
wdl liked by th<! team, the 
amount of gaml!s to be played is 
being decreasl!d. and ·the time of 
practice is being changed from 
the afternoon to an evening 
practice. Also. the hockey 
players have been kept in 
suspense and are not sure what 
the future of the hockey,.. 
program will be. With all of this 
in the process of becoming a 
realit-y ,many .!tha~~ (.'olJ1:ge 
hockey playl!rs have begun 
looking at other colleges. not 
because thei dislike Ithaca 
CoUcgc, but in search of a school 
that 1s willing to support a 
hockey team. 
Last year the track team was 
phased out. next year it looks 
Ii ke the hockey program has 
begun phasing out, what varsity 
sport will be phased out the 
following year? The school of 
Physical Education and 
Recreation • can not expect to 
maintain a good reputation if it 
keeps cutting back on varsity 
teams. An educational 
institution like Ithaca College 
can not expect to !lUrvive if it 
does not continue in all aspects. 
It would seem obvious that any 
Ithaca College event that draws 
as many people as hockey does 
(several of the home games had 
between I 500-2000 fans) should 
be highly supported by the 
college, in all aspects. 
It is hoped that the school of 
Physical Education and 
Recreation will not let the 
hockey program decline back to 
a club, or that they, will 11 
until it 1s too late to act and lo 
several good players. It is a w 
known fact that money is vi 
ti g h t for a 11 independ, 
colleges, howcver. the hock 
program should at least 
maintained at its pres,. 
state if ·'1he lthac 
College school of Physic 
Education and Recreation wan 
to maintain its reputation. 
Sincere! 
The Ithaca College Hockey Fa 
TO THE EDITOR.: 
I am one o f 2 0 o r 
individuals who help to pr-ogr· 
and run Student Activit 
Dances. This letter is directed 
those who come and those w 
help to run each event. 
We appreciate everyone w. 
comes to the dances and ho 
that they all h~ve a g_ood t1m 
We try to pl,•n danc:es which, 
inexpensive and fun. Yet, by l 
nature of the students in t 
school, while the dance gets 01 
at I :00 - the clean-up lash 
Continued on page 7 
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Support 
I 
Sendero"Witz 
We feel that it is our responsibility to comment on the upcoming 
ct1ons in the area m 'Yhich we arc most qualified to speak 
cc1fically, it has been our province for the past two years to 
minister and advise the Office of Budget and Finance of the 
ude nt Bo<ly. 
1 wo years ago, our Student Government was given complete 
ntrol over the "administration's" allocation to Student Activities, 
11ch is presently approximately $80,000.00 per annum. This was a 
101 victory for the students, and we fed the perpetuation of this 
.1~ticc 1s of major importance to Jll: Student Covcrnmcnt,, 
·dibility is at stake. 
rhe position of Vice President of Business and F111ancc of the 
1dcnt Body requires qualifications in the area of business and 
·01mt111g. We have drawn heavily on our cxpencncc 111 this realm 
n re~ponsibilit1es have included allocation and administration of 
er 40 separate yet interrelated accounts. Furthermore, a posit10n 
n:sponsibility in this area presupposes a familiarity with accountmg 
menclature, due to close and continuous mteract10n with the 
10ol's business office personnel, policies and procedures. 
In the forthcoming campus election on April 10, you wrll be 
ung for a new Vice Presidnet for Business and Fmance. We feel 
at one cancliclate, Donald Senderowitz , running as a 
·mber of, the New Horizons Party -, is extremely qualifi.ed for 
c position. Don's credentials include his active participation on the 
udcnt Congress Budget Committee, his present position as the 
istant Student Body Comptroller, and just as important, if not 
re so, his extensive backround as a Business Administration 
1Jor. In addition; Don is a member of the Vice President for 
udent and Campus Affairs Search Committee and has served on 
untless other committees. 
The experience that these opportunities have afforded him, anct 
l' mteraction with "Job Hall Administration" that has followed 
im same . makes Don Senderowitz a n excellent, an<l in our, 
mion,-the only plausible candidate. 
· Jeff J. White-
tudent Body Comptroller 
1ember of the Board of Trustees of Ithaca College 
ccounting Major 
' George Hester-
tudent Body Vice President for Business and Finance 
\ccounting Major 
~OMMENT 
bortion-
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''Wh()t we DO wont to emphasized is that 
· we hove good sound ideas, on know 
the S_I.Jstero well enouQh to work through 
it, orcrund it, and pasrit. '' El.Lil. HSHl:R 
'i 
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Let Them Live • • • • : Altman & Green· Jewelers .: 
By Richard J. Daly 
,\ recent editorial in The 
acan ranked the Supreme 
urt's ruling on abortion 
ngs1de such landmark cases as 
own v. Topeka Board of 
ucation and Miranda v. 
zona. Might it not be more 
ropriate, however, to cast it 
o the same infamous category 
Plessy v. Ferguson and the 
d Scot', decision'? As with 
th of these two latter 
is1ons - hallmarks of judicial 
ediency at the expense of 
stitutional guarantees - the 
sent Court has seen fit to ride 
1ghshod over fundamental 
man liberties in order to 
·sfy the selfish interests of a 
. For a body supposedly 
trusted with the ultimate 
ponsibility of protecting civil 
1ety against momentary 
irns of fancy, the Supreme 
rt has, in this most recent 
tance, hardly demonstrated 
icial restraint let alone 
ellectual integrity.' 
'We need not solve the 
ficult question of when life 
gins," intoned Justice 
~ckmun in writing the. 
JOrity opinion in Roe v. 
de. "When those trained in 
~e~pec.tive disciplines of 
d 1c1ne, philosophy and 
0 logy are unable to arrive at 
consensus, the judiciary, at 
s _Point in man's knowJedge, is 
in a position to speculate as 
the answer." But having 
0 
·w:e d th e co u ·rt' s 
. .-
..... ~·-·r~·' 
incompetence to decide this 
ticklish question, Blackmun then 
proceeds to do just that, 
overturning in the process recent 
popular referenda m Michigan 
and North Dakota, standing: 
legislative enactments in every : 
state of the Union, and, to top it : 
all off, more than a thousand • 
years of Western Civilization's : 
moral heritage No wonder : 
Justice White, viewing the : 
incongruity of th.: majonty's 
argument, was prompted in his 
dissenting opinion to label his 
colleagues' decision as an 
exercise in "raw judicial power". 
Although Chief Justice 
Burger, obviously distraught by 
the logical incons1stenc1es 
committed· by his Minnesota 
Twin, sought- to rectify thmgs by 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
declaring in a brief concurrence : 
that "plainly, the Court today : 
rejects any claim that the· : 
Constitution requires abortion : 
on demand," it is more than :-
obvious from the reading of : 
Blackmun's opimon that the 
Court has indeed made 
a b o r t i o n - o n -d e ma n d a 
constitutional right. After all, 
what the Supreme Court held in 
Wade (and in a companion 
case, Doe v. Bolton) was that , 
Gallery 121 Present 
JUDY COLLINS 
Bui most of all ii is me that has changed 
And yet I'm still the same 
Thal s me al the weddings 
Thal s me al the graves 
Dressed like the people who once looked so grown-up and brave 
/ look in the mirror 
Through the eyes of the child that was me 
\ 
·w1CB-AM 61 Cable FM 106 
• 
• 
• 
• 
(a) since a fetus is not "viable" 
during the first six or seven 
months, the state has no 
"compelling interest" to extend 
to it the protection of the law; 
and (b) since a fetus, even after 
. ·• 
• • 
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·: . 
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having reached viability, is not 
"capable of meaningful life" 
though at the same time legally 
recognizable as "potential life",: 
he or she ms not a person "in· 
the whole sense" and hencenot 
protected by the 14th 
Amendment's guarantee that life 
shall not he taken without due 
process of law. Oddly enough, 
the only restrictions imposed by 
the Supreme Court arc directed 
again,t the state's right to 
regulate such technical matters 
as medical review hoards and 
ho,p1tal l1censmg, although it 
Joe, not allow th.it "the 
state ... may go so tar as to 
proscribe abortion" at the pomt 
that the fetu, 1s "viable" except 
., n those instance, where the 
"he a Ith " of t he mother 1~ 
endangered. But since the Court 
goes on to proclaim that the 
mother', health mu,t be detmed 
"m the light of all !actors 
physical, emotional, 
psychological, familtal. and the 
woman', age relevant to the 
well-being of the patient," it 1s 
Jitf1cult to see how the ,late 
could pos,1hly regulate the 
termmat1on of thl' "potential 
lite" ot a "v1ahlt:" fetu, without 
running .,foul ot thl' Supreme 
C nt!Tl·, dl'c1,1lln. In ,hort. until 
thl' 111,1111ent ot h11th. a lc•tu, h.1, 
Jh,olutc·ly no right to !1k 
Aside tronr the p.t!L'ntly 
contu,1ng, and, JI time,. 
a p p J r ,· n r I y c0ntradictory 
rat1011a1e L'lllployed by the Court 
to 111st1ty 1ls ruling, therl' exist, 
thl' t'.tc'l that the JUS!tce, abo 
ignored the 1110,t elementary 
legal ax101m 111 arnvL11g at then 
conclu,1011 It J11,t1ce Blackmun 
L'<Htld blandly .1rg11L' that there 
was at pre,ent no con,en,u, 
among doc·tnr,. phtlo,opher, .ind 
theolllg1an, a, l<l exactly whe•n 
l1tc• hl·g111,. ,urely he mu,! ·have 
been ,tu,t ,ts aware tl);1t. 011 thl' 
part of tho,,: who pr;1.:t1cc•d ht, 
own proll','iioll. the \aw. !her,· 
wa, ,uch a con,en,us. rooted 111 
J 1111knn1u111 ol WL'\lern legal 
trJd1t1on. J'hr<Htghout the 
luslory of Western ('1v1ltzat1on 
'the !Jw had consistently 
rl'gu!Jtc·d ahort,011 (and 
proh1h1ll'd altogether 
aho1 t 1011-on-tll'mand) on thl' 
J"umpt1011 that the· ll'tus did 
havl' a right to life h,·cau,c• thnt' 
c·:-.1stl'd .1 tl'a,onahk doubt a, to 
whethc·t or not the· ktus wJ, 
humJn: t.in:d with the' cho1n· ol 
dc·c1d1ng. the l;iw ,tlway, gaVl' th,· 
hc·ndtl ol the· doubt to th,· 
I ,. t u , N ow , u ti d en I y t he 
Suprl'lllc' Court teVl'l'Sl', th1' 
grc•at hotly of .1ccu111ulate·d 
w1,do111 w1th .. 1ut. howe·Ve'I. 
pre,l'nt111g onl' sc111t1lla of tll'W 
,·v1dene·e to tlc•mon~trnte that. 111 
fact, a fetus is not human. Yet it 
is axiomatic that one cannot 
overturn an existing rule of law 
unless it C::!11. be shown that the 
assumption(s) on which such- a 
rule rested were invalid. The 
otherwise honorable justices, in 
flagrant disregard of their own 
canons, did not even bother to 
try and do so on their decision . 
on abortion. 
It. is, of course, not at all 
surprising that the Court shied 
away from medical and scientific 
evidence and instead preferred 
to rely on it~ own Alice in 
Wonderland-like semantics. 
Although not altogether 
conclusive, it is nonetheless 
obvious that modern science 
tends more to support the 
notion that the fetus is human 
than to deny it. For example, 
recent research indicates that the 
unborn's heart begins to beat by 
about the l 8-25th day; the brain 
waves may be recorded as early 
as 43 days; by 8 weeks reflex 
movement .1s present, by 9-10 
week, the unborn squints, 
~wallows, and moves his tongue; 
by I 1-1 2 weeks he is breathing 
t1 u id. increasing or decreasing his 
consumpl!on depending on the 
amount ot ~weetener in the 
fluid. (;\, far as physical-
de v l' Io pm en t Is concerned. 
anyone who que,t10ns the fetus' 
humanity on this score is urged 
to exa111111e the bottled fetuses 
on display 111 the Science 
Building on the l.C. campus.) 
Strange as 11 may seem, at the 
very moment the Supreme Court 
1, loss1ng 11110 the trash pile laws 
de,1ined Io protect thl' unborn, 
111ed1cal science appears more 
convmced than at a time when 
,uch laws were considered 
legally valid that !he tetu, nught 
well indeed he human. In light 
o t th 1,. ,i cynic would have 
reason to exclaim: "(;od protect 
medical ,c1ence and these 
United State, from the 
Suprl'me Court 1" 
For all 1!~ ahsurd1lie,, the 
reasoning of the Court on !he 
mal,t,·r ot abortion was 
understantl;ihle. There is. it 
cannot he denied. much 
emotional trauma 111volved in 
the entire 1<;,ue of unwanted 
pregnanc1L',. and in an age which 
1~ preoccupied with sensitivity, 
th,: role ot women and the 
w1den1ng ot ind1v1dual rights it is 
only natural. particularly given 
the well organized and terribly 
persistent campaign for so-called 
abortion reform w:.1ged 111 recent 
years. that abortion-on-demand 
has become a caus~.celebre. St.ill, 
without tll'lvmg 111!0 !he reasons 
which explam, as the Court's 
111:.1,iortty op1111on llselt admits. 
the L"l1mate of op1nion th:.1t 
affected the abortion ruling, 
Incidentally, for those who 
might argue that any reversal of 
the Supreme Court's decision 
would automatically deny a 
woman the right to terminate a 
pregnancy, it should be pointed 
· out that, even prior to the 
Court's ruling, a woman had that 
right if her healtn were impaired. 
'' Abortion-on-demand" 
propaganda to the contrary, 
Western moral and legal 
tradition always admitted that, 
under certain circumstances, 
abortion was permissible, even if 
it did mean the killing of the 
fetus. According to Scholastic 
philosophy, for example, a fetus 
can be termed an "innocent 
aggressor'.: if it threatens the 
suffice it to say that none of 
these reasons justify the Court's 
decision. In the absence of any 
evidence which can conclusively 
prove that the fetus is not 
human, civil society, by the very 
nature of its reason for being, 
must grant the fetus the right to 
life. To do otherwise especially 
on the basis of the Court's 
criteria, is to endow the state 
with the power to extinguish the 
lives of its citizens, born as well 
as unborn, on the specious 
argument that some are not 
1'M Continued from page 3 
studying boring material, and 
from down the hall you hear 
,trains of your favorite song. 
Your m111d 1s naturally drawn to 
it, and you' start humming along 
as the words run through your 
head: I 
Your mind goes to the song 
naturally and effortlessly, 
w 1thout any concentration or 
contemplation on your part. 
As the m111d moves within 
desiring this finer. field ~f 
int e I ligence, it arrives· al the-
source of creative energy. This 
phenomenon can be viewed in 
na I ure. As we move from a 
'molecule to an atom, and 
further break the atom into its 
component parts, we q_btain 
atomic energy; the greatest 
known source of energy. 
Experiencing his own cretaive 
energy has a tremendous effect 
on lhe activity of the meditator. 
He finds his creative ability is 
expanded.· Thought and 
creativity are easier because he is 
using more of his mind, 
e)lercising more of his 
intelligence. 
Maharishi leaches that with 
more problems needing more 
so I u t i o n s and with mo re -
knowledge to digest and utilize, 
man must f111d a way to tap this 
source of qeative power within 
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"capable of meaningful life". 
mother's life; hence, in such a 
case, it is legitimate fo kill the 
{etus. Just as the State has !he 
right to take the life of the born 
human so too does it have .the 
right to take the life of the 
unborn human - but in both 
instances this right is, an!} must 
continue to be;· restricted. And 
since, in our society, the law 
must be the ultimate guarantee 
that the state will not discard 
himself, to meet his problems 
and to cope with them. TM is 
not an escape from problems; it 
is a prep,aration to meet them. 
Maharishi has spread this 
technique of TM because it 
answers· ~2me of today's crying 
needs. Meditators report a 
decrease in tensions and 
annoyances, and .an increased 
capability to handle problems, 
even emergency situations, as 
well as an improved physical 
condition. 
Because Tm directs the mind 
to the source of its intelligence 
to the very powerhouse of its 
creative energy it prepares 
meditators for daily activity. 
The physiological effects of· 
TM have beeen analysed- by Dr. 
: ...,, 
/ 
altogether or circumvent too 
radically these restrictions, there 
can be no reason whatsoever for 
any citizen to applaud the recent 
decision of the United States 
Supreme Court-· to set aside 3 
legal and moral tradition whkh 
both enhanced our humani:v 
and ensured our humaneness. · 
Dr. Daly is an Assista111 
Professor of History at Ithaca 
College. 
Keith Wallace of UCLA's School 
of Medicine and Dr. Herbert 
Benson of · Harvard Medic.ti 
School. It must be remember,·d 
that TM is an effortless ment.l! 
activity_ that requires neithc·, 
contemplation nor 
concentration, and in th" 
respect differs from other forn,, 
of meditation such as yoga. T\I 
sets your mind on an angle, anJ 
lets it glide down to the sour,.: 
of your 1ntelligence. 
While subjects we,.: 
·meditating, their oxygen 
c o n s u m p t i o n d e c r e a s c· J 
significantly. Pulse ra1r 
decreased an average of for 
beats per minute, and in some 
cases, alpha wave pattern, 
ContinW!d on page 8 
I heard as if in the next room. 
I heard,listened slap to flesh pountlii1g inwards 
screamed ... away .... ! Misunderstood, my body 
our bodies filled. 
1 screamed skin 
clean stripped within, my flesh relented 
called quiet. My empty, your filled 
and restless I slept as if for hours. 
Then ... 
The sheets are'clean. The sound has died away 
a murmur of heavy scent still 
laid in air. Flesh relented I understood ... -
Go! Away the ery mingling with sweat 
laid in air. Escape! For poetrys sake ... 
The world all howled into poetry. 
It was nice. Dare you, it was love. It was. 
My country caught the first troopship out, 
the sheets were clean and only I smelled of love. 
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:News Shorts· 
ThC Ithaca Coin Club is hosting a Stamp, Coin and Antique Show 
and Sale this Sunday, April 8. lOa.m. to 6p.m. at the Knights of 
Columbus Hall 302 W. Green Street(next to the firehouse) Free 
admission and door prizes and drawing for a gold coin. Lunch and 
refreshments sold. 
RUMMAGE SALE 
Rowland Hall is holding a rummage sale on Saturday, April 7 from 
J0:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the lobby of the dorm. The sale will 
benefit Rowland Hall's foster child and will be used to help sponsor 
walkers in Sunday's Walk for the Children. Please bring used 
clothing, jewelry, even socks .to the lobby of Rowland Hall and 
deposit them in the box there (that is, if there is no box designated 
for this purpose in you~ dorm.) Help make the sale a success! 
PRISON REFORM AND JUSTICE 
A symposium concer_!l.ing Prisou Reform and Justice will be held 
on Friday, April 6 at Moot Courtroom, Law School in Cornell's 
Myron Taylor Hall. At 3: 30 two Attica defendants will discuss the 
. rebellion. Then there will be a discussion with Howard Moore, Jr., 
the Chief Attorney for Angela Davis and H. Rap Brown and with 
Howard Burns, Chairman, National Conference of Black Lawyers. 
That night, from 8:20-10:30 a Jazz Concert will be held in Willard 
Straight Hall's Memorial Room, followed from 11:00-2:00, by a 
benefit dance for which there is a SI.DO donation. 
.. 
Roger Champen, an Attica defendant, and Anthony W111iams, 
against whom charges have been dropped, will be in Slll at 2 pm. 
Thursday, April 5 (Today) to speak about the rebellion. Bring your 
questions and tell your friends to bring theirs. 
LECTURE BY CONGRESSMAN BENJAMIN ROSENTHAL 
lJ S. Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal will be speaking on Monday, 
\pril 9. at 9:00 p.m. in T 102. He is a member of the House 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, a consumer expert and a leader of 
the meat boycott. After exposing abuses of the Consumers' 
( onfidence in ghetto supermarkds and in deceptive packaging and 
J.1belling, Congressman Rosenthal went futher to expose rmsleading 
Christmas C'lub practices, government sales of hazardous surplus 
i!OOds to unsuspecting consumers and other injustices. 
l he kcture, co-sponsored by S.A.B. and the Politic~ Club. is free and 
open to the public. 
GLF AND THE CHURCH 
, 
"(;ay Liberation and the Church" will be presented as part of the 
.. Probe" series on WICB-FM tlus Saturday, April 7, at I· I : 30 a.m 
Reverends John Taylor of the Unitarian Church and Donald· Minor 
,>t the First Assembly of God Church, along with James Stakely of 
the Cornell Gay Liberation Front, debate on homosexuality in-
organized religion. Host Marty Nott moderates the "Probe" series on 
\\'!CB radio. 
FRIEDMAN AND JORGENSON SPEAK 
If vou missed those two lectures on campus this week, you can learn 
nn;ch of what was discussed on "Sunday Night" at 6:00 p.mY on 
\VICB. Stanton Friedman, an expert and believer in UFO's and 
('hristine Jorgenson, the first p.:rson to undergo ~exual 
Lr,rnsformation. will he interviewed by WICB '.\:cws. 
Mj:DIA COVERS STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 
\\ I( 13 Radio and Ithaca College Telev1s1011 will be pn:~en t111g 11\\: 
,,>vnage ot the Student Government clcct1011 on ·1 uc,d..iy. -\pnl 10. 
\\'ICB-AM will give frequent updates on the ballot counling 
tlunughout the evening. ICTY will cover the elect1ons live beg111111ng 
.1t 1 \:00 p.m. on cable channel 7. In addition. a snecial tdev1sed 
,·llition of "Campus Dialogue" will be aired at 9.00 p.m. on ICTY 
1 he program will feature a debate betwt.:cn candidates tor Student 
Body President. "Campus Dialogue" will follow the weekly 
··campus Probe" scnes. WICB-AM will air 
\\'ICB Radio and -Ithaca College Television will be present111g live 
c<:verage of the Student Government elcct1011 on Tuesday. Apnl I 0. 
\\'lCB-AM will give frequent updates on the ballot- countmg 
throughout the evening. ICTV will cover the elections live beginn111g 
.it I 1:00 p.m. on cable channel 7. In addition, a special televised 
ed1t10n of "Campus Dialogue" will be aired at 9:00 p.m. on ICTY. 
·1 he program will feature a debate between cJnd1dates for Student 
Budy Pre~ident. "Campus Dialogue" will follow the weekly 
"Campus Probe" series. WICB-AM will air the "Dialogue" program 
.it its regular time on Monday, April 9, at 8:00 p.m. 
PIRRO·'S 
announces 
FREE FAST 
PIZZA DELIVERY 
273.-l950 
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KEEP THE PROMISE 
For Several weeks the Student Coordinating Committee for the 
Israel Emergency Fund has been running a campaign to collect much 
needed money for needy Jews throughout the world, as well as for 
humanitanan needs in the State of Israel. This includes aiding 
70,000 new immigrants, most of them from the Soviet Union, who 
will make their way to Israel this year. 
An attempt was made to personally reach thc Jewish Student 
Community on the J.C. Campus. This was not realized. 
We ask then, that all students who wish to contribute to this 
hfe-saving cause, to send a generous contribution to the SCCIEF 
Drive at J.C., C/0 Chaplain's Office, Dorm 3, as soon as possible. 
CELEBRITIES DO THE NEWS 
At 8:00 Sunday evening April 8, J.C. cable channel 7 will air a 15 
minute special "The Impersonators". The special produced by 
students Fred Raker and Marc Weiss, d1Tected by Steven E. Brown 
and wntten by Fred Raker.., It 1s a collect1on of original skits 
containing impressions of famous stars such as Jim my Stewart, 
Groucho Marx, Rod Serling, and also a version of Ed Sullivan doing 
the I I O'Clock news . 
BOYNTON'S STORY 
IC-TV cable channel 7, offers viewers a different way of looking at 
the news, with the production of "Boynton's Story". The program 
uses Boynton Jr. High students as its talent and main source _of 
information. The students report on school and local news, five 
movie reviews, and commentary on current 1ssures. "Boynton's 
Story", provides viewer of any age, an interesting a~d t~tally 
different way of looking at the news. ''Boynton 's Story' begins at 
8: I 5 on cable channel 7. 
JUDY COLLINS STORY 
"The Judy Collins Story" will be aired on S,1turday beginning at 
<J.00 pm. on WICB -AM. Produced by John Ko~ian. Bob Nicholson. 
and Towle Tompkin,, the 2-hour special features the words and 
music 111 the life of Judy Collins. On Fi1day night. Mark Weiss 
features an evening of Buftalo Spnngf1cld, l'oco. Loggins and 
Messina, Flying Bu111to Brnthe1~. the By1d,. and Crosby. Sl!lls, 
Nash, and Young between 10:00 and 2:00 ,1.111. Each one of these 
·group's members have at one time or another been part of 
another group ..ind Wei,s plJy~ their mus1, ,111<1 p1c,~·nts 111tercst1ng 
COJIIJ11e!lta1y. 
DIVINE LIGHT 
Fvcry Tuesday at X p 111 .• ltlnca Cl)llegc's Divine Light Club holds 
'Satsang'. special d1scu~~1ons of the 1 :'i-year-old l'<:rkl't \-la,ter. 
Satguru MaharaJ J1. The meet111gs a1.: hcld in Fnend~ 1 OX .11HI the 
public 1, quite wclconw. 
WALK! 
Tiu, Sunday. Apnl Xth. the W,ilk !"or the Cl11ldrcn will take pla_,c: 
beginning: at <J.00 am. W,ilkers will register at thi~ t1111<: at the ... I 111 
Can" at the City ot Itha,a Youth Bureau neJr Stcw,1rt Park. Pick up 
your sponsor sheet now 1n Egbert Union. ( '1ty I I.ill or l)/lC o_t the 
three student union, at Cornell Aftn the walk. a ,onc·c:rt will be 
held tor part1c1pants in Stewart Park. lc.itunng "lrwm". "Frnnt 
Porch Backstep" and Albatros, Walk. have .i go<ld lime: and help the 
kid~. 
LETTERS 
cont. from page .J 
3 :00. It could come to the point 
where we'll just say forget it -
and hire people to clean. Then 
when we charge twice the 
adm1ss1on you'll say "Why_ 
should we pay this much for a 
dance in our own school when 
we ;ilready pay S4500?" -- Then 
you'll understand. So next time, 
get off your postenor and throw 
your cigarettes, reefers and beer 
cups away. 
Secondly, this letter is· 
addressed to Business Services. 
We are required hy school 
policies to work through your 
offices. But do you know what 
its like. looking for a beer that 
should be there -- and isn't"! To 
have no cups Jnd CO2 cartons at 
all? Then have the students 
blame "you" (the student 
worker) for havmg such slow 
scrv1ce'1 Get off your rears and 
let's have: a lot of improvement. 
Maybe 1f you weren't so busy 
hooking. outside evl'nts on to the 
c·ampus you could help ,1 lntk 
more and pay more Jttent1on to 
your own students. 
Tlurdly. to those 20 other 
dedicated 111d1\1du,il, who work 
to put up pl)stcr~. sell t1<.:kcts 
and serve thank you N,ml' of us 
could work without you. That 
includes 1 00 111 the: morning 
whl'n the: d;_incc: ends Whc:rc the: 
h<:11 do you take· off to? J'l1c: 
I"gbert Union Staff 1s not pal(l to 
elean up ,illc'r u, 
.. 
S111cl'fc:ly. 
An .'> .. \.13 mc:lllhr:r 
Lei/I remillll~ m to he 
lol'i11g. a11the11tic 
and a/fre. 
Fir!->t Bapt i!->t m 
Dt•witt Park 
II a.111. 
An important announcement to every 
student in the health professions: 
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
THEY COVER TUITION AND 
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN. 
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL . 
If a steady salary of $400 a 
month and paid-up tuition 
will help you continue your 
professional training, the 
scholarships just made pos-
sible by the Uniformed 
Services Health Professions 
Revitalization Act of 1972 
deserve your close attention. 
Because if you are now in a 
medical, osteopathic, dental, 
veterinary, podiatry, or op-
tometry school, 01· are work-
ing toward a PhD in Clinical 
Psychology, you may qualify. 
We make it easy for yuu to 
curnplete yuur studie.~. You 're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soon as ;i.ou ente-r the pro-
gram, but remain in student 
status until graduation. And, 
durine: each vear vou will be 
on active duty ( with extra 
pay) for 4& days. Na tu rally, 
if your academir st:hedule 
requires that you remain on 
campus, you stay on campus 
-and still receive> your active 
duty pay. 
Actn1e duly reqnirements 
arc fair. Basically, you serw 
one year as a commissioned 
officer for each year you've 
participated in the program, 
with a two year minimum. 
You may apply for a scholar-
ship with either the Army, 
Navy or Ai1· Force, and know 
that upon entering active 
duty you'll h_ave rank and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 
The life's work you've cho-
sen fo1·vourself rMuires lone: 
hard, e:,,.pcnsive training. 
Now WP are in a position to 
~ive you some help. Mai~ in 
thl' coupon at your earl~est 
<.:onvenien<.:e form ore detailed 
information. 
r;,:~~:.: .. ~1:,1u.h11" i 
t 1\ .. , A I I tJn, ... r1,a.l ( 0 11)' T.-i.a, -;,q4,o1 
I ( d,.11, 111f .. 11n"lll"I• r .. , th, , .. 11,, .... 1111t l 
.,,,,1('1:i.m I 
f 'dAinn r j N.1.v~ , l Air t .. ,,, l I Mr<lno1l/tht,,.,l'11thh , l U,11111 I 
I ~ j ~I~~~: Hi~:.~.~}~::;!\~~·~· _____ I 
I I 
I 
\ """" -- . ,.,,._,,,,.,,,. I 
I ,, .. , ,.. ---------· : 
l "''"'""--------- I I,,., __________ l 
: :,.Ot,h------Z11·---- I 
l I 1- 11, .. 11, .. , .,, ---~~--:,-----I 1S, h, ... ,11 
I T .. ,.:-1,1111,:111 "'------·-=-- I· ' 1Mu111h1 tYc-.irl 10.·~1, l I 
I D,1lr,,r hulh------=c--c---:-:;---· ' I 1Mnnth} (Dud c''r,I) I ! • 1•u,ha~ ,- nul ,l\ 1.111n': in Air S,'.ur<• P.-._..~::': :.~ 
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TM 
Co11ti1111ed from page 6 
matched those of Zen buddist 
monks who had practiced over 
JO year~ 
Or Wallace concluded that 
TM 1~ a state of consc1ousnes~ 
unlike the three most common 
FRANICLY SPEAKING 
I 
I 
I 
,/ 
I 
I 
states of consciousness-waking, 
sleeping, and dreaming-and is 
also different from altered states 
of consciousness such as 
hypnosis and autosuggestion. 
B ecau~e the physiological 
effects of TM arc more -profound 
than sleep, the meditator feels 
PhilFtank 
----- ---~-··, ~ hubba....._ 
hubba 
paul maris utopia 
is not -a Zen chant,· 
new Spring things for you.I 
I hcy·rc 1.ihd, nn the neatest new polyester knits 
you"ve: ever seen! Skirts and st.H:ks with t.:ips to 
do their most halters and tear drops 
Long or shor_t shnk-y dresses for you to do 
your moSt ! 1\kditatc on thes~. 
' J ~- '5 ..... ::·-.,";.. ! ' ~' . . : _-:. --:-. : .. _ ..... -. _, I• 
refreshed an·d physically 
rejuvenated after his 15~20 
minute meditation periods. 
Dr. W a II ace suggests some 
medical benefits from -™· It 
relieves mental and physical 
tension, which is especially 
significant for people who suffer 
from hypertension, coronary 
disease, ulcers and nervous 
stomachs studying for exams. 
TM teachers explain modern 
man's dilemma as that of a 
house suffering from severe 
cracks. A good architect knows 
that the trouble lies in its 
foundation. He doesn't try to 
patch the cracks in the walls. 
ln~tcad, he goes below the 
surface and makes repaJTS there. 
We see the cracks and 
frustrations in our lives, but 
unless we can go under the 
~urface to the creative energy 
and intelligence TM reaches, our 
conscious repairs arc futile. 
There arc four teachers in the 
Ithaca-Cortland area who teach 
Transcendental Meditation-Chip 
Dun, Marsha Rendely, Dari 
Stone, and Anita Fagan. Chip 
says that "Till makes you a 
mu ch braoder, fuller, happier 
person." "You will want to 
carry its effects into your daily 
act1V1ty, into your relationship 
with all the people you meet and 
work with." 
As teachers for the 
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL 
MEDITATION SOCIETY, a 
non-profit. educational 
orgamzation which was formed 
to spread TM, Marsha nad Carl 
pointed out that although TM is 
an cftortless natural technique 
that anyone can practice, ont: 
111 us t 1 n i11alty be taught the 
technique. Speech and walking 
are natural abilities. hut we must 
karn them. in the beginning, too. 
TM 1~ not a religion; it has no 
philo,~phy of· life, no saints. 
You Jnn't havt: to change yot!r 
lilt' ~tyk to pract11.:e 1t. 01 wear 
~rec1Jl rt,he~. or follow a special 
diet. or do any kind of exercise. 
You don't even have to believe 
that 11 will work 
One can learn the TM process 
111 four 0111: and a half hour 
se~~1ons, but monthly checkups 
arl' Jdv1sed. Teachers have found 
that becau,e -, M 1~ ~o effortless. 
:1nJ bt·ca1Vil' we have been 
conJ1t1oned to put ,o much 
ellort rnto L'Veryth1ng we Jo, 
people olten up~et the TM 
proce" by exert mg too much 
effort I hus. the "che<.:kups." 
·1 ranscendt·ntal Med1tat1on 
rntroductory lecture~ an: being 
hl'ld in area schools d unng the 
next couple of weeks. They will 
he hl'ld lll're at t thaca College on 
Wednl'sday. Apnl 4 at 3 pm in 
Terract• 4 lounge and again at 8 
pm rn Fnl'nds IO:!. 
Read an 
easy book 
before you· 
reada ., 
·tough one. 
Ease mto'tough reading 
assignments. Cliff's Notes 
filll":;;;,J~l";;ii.,,._,.iill give you a head 
start toward 
understanding 
novels, plays and 
poems. More than 
200 titles always 
available at your 
booksellers. Send 
for FREE title list 
... add 15' arid 
we'll include a 
handy, reusable, 
waterproof drawstring book bag. 
Cliff"s Noies, Inc .• Ll11coln, Nebr. 
68501. 
... 
Ecology ... we're -rklng on 111 
Ourong !he pas! 14 years Chll'1 
Noles has uaed OWIC 2,400,000 Iona 
of paper ualng raq,cled pulp 
... _,..; -·-··· 
· Lou and Hoyt 
· fhoto by Walter Leiding 
By Gary Reing 
April 7th will mark the 
Second Anniversary of the -Salty 
Dog. Two years ago the Salty 
Dog was opened under the 
ownership of four Ithaca College 
graduates; Hoyt Benjamin, Jack 
Healy, Kenny Reigert and Lou 
Benigris."Boffalongo" performed 
the opening show at the "Dog" 
and several of their members will 
be back for the anniversary. 
A Salty Dog is best known for 
the fine bands that play there. 
The best of the Ithaca bands are 
heard regularly. "Boffalongo" 
for a time the resident band, has 
split into several bands of note. 
·' 0 rlcans" contains Larry 
!-loppcn, guitarist, and Wells 
Kelly, drummer are Boffalongo 
products. ·Bob Leinbach, 
organist, an ex-Ithaca G9lkgc 
student helped to form the band 
"Bacchus". Other past membei, 
of "Boffalongo" are now Wiih 
"King Harvest" which h.1, 
capitalized on "Dancing in the 
Moonlight" a song first heard in 
Ithaca. 
Located on Taughannock 
Boulevard, "A Salty Dog" offrrs 
a program of diverse !iv~ mu,1c 
and fine drinks, This weekend 
will be celebrated with the 
return of "Orleans", recent I\' 
back from a month long gig 1;1 
New York, Thursday night will 
feature Slo-poke while Sunda~ \ 
offering will be Sky Acres, 1 he 
Anniversary celebrations with 
'' Orleans" should provide 
Ithacans with one of the be,t 
live rock shows this season. 
ca--~ --. 
Altmait,&Green -
~vJa-Jewileii B -. 
c.A l1e"J g'4fed a. /44 8.Slato SI.tat •c/,.CJ)!).-/8/(r 
~-Talat 
"Brand names retailer-of-the-year" 
... Twice 
KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS 
Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing 
Remounting of Diamonds 
Open ti! 9 Friday nights 
~TL.el.lVBR.Y-
TAVBRH 
2027 Slatemlle ltd. 
Tuesday thru Saturday 
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
Dinners Served 6:00-8:30 
Reservations Requestpd- 539-7724 
GENEROUSCOCKTARS . 
GREAT FOOD 
RELAXING ATMOSPHERE 
Week-end Sing-along with player piano 
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ithaca: u,bat's happening here? Guare Play Coming to Cornell 
I 
lrvi·ng Caesar A Hit 
The comedy-drama chosen 
by the New York Drama Critics' 
Circle as the best New Play of 
the 1970-1971 season--THE 
HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES by 
John Guare -- - will be presented 
by the Cornell University 
Theatre, with the ope11111g 
performance scheduled for 
ThursdJy, April 12, in the 
Willard Straight Thcatrc. 
Performances of the play will 
continue through Sunday, April 
15, and Thursday through 
Saturday, April 19--21. All 
performances have an 8: I Sp.m. 
i.:urtain. 
By Leah Fackos 
The 'Ithaca College Community was served a 
rare treat Saturday night as composer Irving Caesar 
took the stage of Ford Hall for a "one-man-show". 
His performance took the form of renditions of 
some of his famed compositions interwoven with 
very colorful stories of his life and the fascinating 
people that were a part of it. . . 
Earlier, Saturday afternoon, Caesar held a bnel 
press conference that centered around his view 
that the··audience of today has no veto power. He 
,aid that back in the early days of his career, one 
went to the theatre to see a musical and it wasn't a 
,ucccss until people went out and bought the 
records- of those new songs. He- feels that in 
today's commercial world people no longer choose 
what they want to hear. DJs are given sundry 
Jrticles for airing different artists' newest releases, 
:ind the public figures since it's hearing it every 
other song, "it-must be a hit". This is evident 
when people sit back, listening to the radio today, 
Jnd complain about the garbage they have to pu_t 
up with, but ten minutes later find themselves, 
humming the tune to this music that they 
,:1 pposedly deplore. 
In beginning his discussion of his successful life, 
tile 77 year old Caesar stated, "I owe it all to 
poker and alcohol." He went on to explain that 
ll'hile waiting for an afternoon poker game, he met 
up with Vincent Youmans, with whom he wrote ··1 
Want To Be Happy" and "Tea For Two". These 
.11e two of the best remembered songs of "No, No, 
\anette", which was recently revived on 
NOTES 
Broadway more than 45 years after its first 
successful run in I 924. 
Caesar began talking about his song wntrng 
technique by saying, "I wnte fast - sometim~s 
lousy, but fast." He explained that he had written 
all different types of songs in his day. At one time 
he wanted to write 'songs for children, and wrote a 
group of safety songs including "Let the Ball Roll" 
and "Remember-Your Name and Address," wluch 
are still sung in many elementary schools today 
''I'm not a polisher."' he added, talking about the 
small amounts of time he spent on particular 
songs, "I didn't go to that school." 
Perhaps his funniest talc was of being employed 
to write a song for pre-school children about 
washing ones hands after getting off the potty. 
He premiered a song that he and George 
Gershwin had written called "Good Little June," 
explaining how that song had brought him 
together with Leonard Bernstein. 
The capacity audience of Ford Hall gave him a 
standing ovation for his fabulous performance, and 
repeated it after his encore. 
His appearance was in conjunction with the 
college's Popular Culture class, taught by 
Professors James Drake and Martin La Force. 
Irving Caesar had to be seen to be believed. His 
vitality and effervescence was matched only by his 
great talent. One can see him to be a living 
example of his philosophy ''I'm not afraid of 
failing, Just (afraid) of tiring of trying." After lus 
magnificent performance Saturday one can sec 
that he'll never give up trying to mak,: people 
happy, by entertaining them. And "that's a fact." 
Tickets will go on public sale 
Thursday. April 5, in the 
Theatre Box Office, lower floor 
of Willanl Straight Hall, 
following a three day private 
~ccip exi.:hangc for subscribers. 
The Box Office is open from 
12-3·00 p.m., Monday through 
Saturday, through April 21. 
Telephone reservations are 
accepted during Box Office 
hours (256 -5165). All 
reservations must he claimed or 
paid by 3:00 the day of ticket 
date. 
Gu a re gained still another 
coveted pnze the year afkr hc 
was givcn the Drama Critics' 
Circle Award. l'his time it was 
the 1972 coveted Tony Award 
for the best musical, as 
co--author with Mel Shapiro of 
The NEW BIRTH (Ithaca College Black Artists) will prcsl!nt their 
,ccond major production of the year on Friday, April 6, in the I.~. 
Paforming Arts Building in the Arena Theatre a~ 8:15 pm. !~ 1s 
entitled "A MONTAGE OF BLACK AND LATIN TALE.NT. It 
and reason. The play inspired hy a Spanish newspap\.!r account of an 
incident indentical to the plot. took only a week to wnte. 1.on:a's 
life was dedicated to showing that the earth was aflame with p,1s,1on 
and poetry The play 1~ concerned with love that cannot become 
marriage among. the primitive hill people of ( 'a,tille It 1, a t11bal 
ntual" 
·1 he technical! staff for Thyr~day\ produi.:t1011 111L"lude<; lkveiley 
Krall. Sherrill lluward, Diane Spiotta Jilt! !\ancy Minckler 
of talent in, AFRICAN DANCE, directed under Karen 
POETRY, under the management of Luis South. and an 
play entitled, "THE ONLY WAY ~UT" written and 
Jirected by Russel Basnight . The entlfe production 1s spon~ored by 
the ,\FRO-LATIN SOCIETY to show the black talent that exists on 
the I.C. campus and to hopefully establish a black theatre. 
\dn11ssion is free to the public. Tickets are available at Egbert 
l 111011, Mayer's Smoke Shop and UJ AMAA 
GREEN ROOM 
l he forthcoming Green Room product10n at Ithaca Colkge, "Blood 
\\'cddrng" by Garcia Lorca, has been set for Thursday of this week 
l.\pr. 12) instead of the usual Tuesday scheduling. 
\ Senior Directing ProJect. "Blood Wedding"will have two 
perfomances, at 4 and 8:15 pm 111 the Arean Theatre of the 
l'nforming Arts Building. There is no admission charge and the 
public is invfred to attend. --·-
\\'ntten in 1933, "Blood Wedding" was the first maJor play hy Lorca, 
vho died at age 38 during the Spanish Civil War. 
\hchael Burg, a senior in the Fine Arts program, maJonng in 
hrecting and acting, is the director. Appearing in the cast are Sally 
\krcer, Jane Denlinger, Kip Rosser, Louis Welch, Debbie Burnham, 
'oily Pen, Meri Krassner, Ted Enik, Cathy Lynch, March Siegel. 
L111da Mauriello, Liz Ferber, Michael Slade and Tom Demenkoff. 
Burg says " 'Blood Wedding', Lorca's most lyrical f?lk d~ama, deals 
with eo le seized b elemental passions in conflict with custom 
SONG RECITAL 
Music hy Schumann, J.'aure, Wagner and Rachmaninoff will he 
presented 1r1 a song recital at Ithaca College·~ Walter hinl 11,ill 
Wcdnc,day eve111ng. Apr. II. 
Ewa Dobrowska-M1chalak, 111eu.o-,oprano, "the voc,1h,t. with \1ary 
Ann Covert at the piano. The 8 15\pm. concert" OJh:n to the puhl11.: 
without charge. 
Frauenhehe and Leben. ,1 cycle of eight songs hy Robert Schumann. 
opens the program From the French repertom:. l'oeme d'un 1our, 
three chansons by h1ure, will he heard. Mrs l\11chal.1k will also s111g 
Wagner's We~entlonk Lieder and several Rms1an ,ong, by 
RJchmaninoff 
ORCHESTRA RECITAL 
Fanuhar music hy Brahms. Llarber and Mussorgsky will he ph1yed hy 
the Ithaca College Orchestra Frid.iy evening, Apr. 13. Directed by 
Thoma~ Michalak, the orchestra will pn:sent the concert in Walter 
Ford Hall at 8.15 pm. The public 1s invited to attend wh1tout charge. 
Yariat1om on a Theme by Haydn, Opus 56a, Brahms' first important 
orchestral work. 1s the ope111ng selection, followed hy the lyb1cal 
Adagio for Strings. written rn 1936 by the contemporary AmencJn 
Samuel Bacher. Mussorgsky\ mu,1cal sketche,, l'1ctu1es Jt an 
Exh1b1tion 1s the final work on the program. Originally written as a 
~u1te for piano, "Pictures" was rnsp1red by Mu~,orgsky\ friend 
Victor Hartmann. Among the descriptive sections arc ··Gnomes," 
"Tuilenes," "The Ballet of· 1nhatched Clucken,," "Catacornbs'"and 
"The Great Gate at Kiev." 
TWO Gl~TLEMEN OF 
V E R O N A, h e 
rock-ancl--Latin-beat version 
of Shakespeare', play. Guarc's 
ability as a lyricist was 
f ore,hadowed in the mocking 
lyrics he put mto THE HOUSF 
0 F B LUE LE AV I· S , which 
centers around an 
animal--keeper in a New York 
zoo who foolishly dreams of 
becoming a songwriter and is 
continually offering 
comically-awful examples of his 
non-talent. Artie Shaughnessy 
is sure his songs will win him 
Oscars if only he can get to 
Hollywood. 
The action of the play takes 
place in an apartment near the 
I inc of the Pope"s procession 
from the airport on the day the 
pontiff visited New York _in 
I 965. Artie is one of 1111lhons to 
get up early 111 order to take a 
peek at him. Ins girlfriend 
downstairs raps on lus _door to 
get 111111 out of lm sleeping bag. 
In the nt·xt room is Artie's wife, 
Ba n a n a s. w ho 1 ~ a s m ad 
as her name sounds at ttmes 
she thinks she's any number of 
Artie's zoo a111111ab- -and is 
soon to be sent off to a place 
known as ""the housl' of blue 
leave~.'' Arlie's son. Ronnie. 1s 
also home. though no om· know~ 
1t yet, and he soon appears to 
be drif t111g in the ~a me direction 
as his 111othe1. Mix the~t· 
charJt·tcrs with ·/ pretty hut 
aging 111ov1e ,tar. who~e hearing 
aid l,,onks out. .1 [Ill> of very 
venal nuns_ ,1 big t1111c 
llollywood p1odut·t·r who'~ 
Arlil' \ olde~l I nend. ,11H.l you 
have ,ometh111g tlllt ol the Ma1x 
Brother~. 1t·wntt.:11 by l·.dgar 
,\!kn l'oL". Jnd edited by Jul,:~ 
I e11tc1. Till· IIOLISI· 01· BLUE 
I.I ,\VI S. :1t·cord111g t,! Walter 
Ke11 of the New ) or!,, T1111e~. 1s 
· • ,\ n t· n c h a 11 t I n g I y ,. a n y • 
dc~per,1tcly ~ad. thoroughly 
original larL'l' " 
The p I .i y i, d I rec t ed hy 
Stephen 'R. Coh:. Set design is by 
Jo.rn ChurLl11II Doug Marmee 
ha, de~1gned lhe co~tume~ 
Patrick halcy 1s ~een a, Artil' 
Shaughnes~y. Llanana,. 111~ wife. 
,~ p!Jyed hy Bon111e Cohen. 
Peggy O'l3nen ,1ppcar~ as 111~ 
g1rllm·nd, Bunny l·lingus. His 
~on, Ro11111e, will he played by 
Joel Salt.1..man. Lawrence Broglio 
will appear a~ Arlie', llollywood 
director friend, I.lilly hnhorn. 
Billy's starlet girlfriend, Corinna, 
1s portrayed by Darcy Crandall. 
Katherin Ganss, Janet Spitz, and 
Karin 1:ranklin will he seen as 
the Head Nun, the Second Nun, 
anti the Little ~un, re~pt·ct1vely. 
William Sadk, appear!'. J\ the 
Ml'., and J1111 S1111ll1 as the 
White Man 
"YOUR PROTECTION- OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS The Asiatic Garden 
Rohn I S. Hoot hroycl 
Robert' L. Boni hroyd Class nf "(l{)' 
I knry (;. Kcy~n ·----- Class uf ·52· 
\\'illi,1111 Fl~ 1111 ------ - ·- C.L U. 
~O~ERTS.BOQTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC 
~lN-SU·RANCE 
"We Welt·m11e Yo.11r Inquiry .. 
312 ·East Se11eca. Ithaca, N. Y. 
• ,!,,,,.,. ,,;. 
118 W. State St. 
The Best in Chinese 
American Food. 
Good Service with_a Congenial 
Atmosphere -
·To serve--you better 
Serving Ithaca Since 19 31 
.... 
( . 
.... :{' 
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I.C. Theatre Production:·'Corn' 
''The' Corn is Green," the hit 
comedy--drama by Emlyn 
Williams, will he presented at 
Ithaca College April 14-16 as 
part of the College Theatre's 
7 S l h An niver~ary season. 
Curtain time for the three 
performances, on the main stage 
of the Performing Arts Building, 
is 8: JS p,m. Tickets arc available 
at the the:itre box office. Season 
tirkets arc valid for these 
performance~. 
The production is directed hy 
Firman H. Brown, Jr., chairman 
of the Drama-Speech 
Department and designed by 
George Hoerner, a senior 
member of the department 
faculty. Fran Brassard has 
designed the costumes. 
From Apr. 9 through Apr. 13 
the Ithaca College company will 
take "The Corn ls Green" on the 
road, touring the schools of 
Herkimer County. 
Author Emlyn Williams set his 
THE UNION. PUB ANNOUNCES 
HAP,P.~JHPURr, 
FRiD:A'.Y:l'.N'iTE1 
. 'Ji4-·6 P!MJ ·,:' . 
; -< ,,.,,, ' 
Th~!i·,~ub is -
' ,· 
now Openi........, 
' 
4-12 PM I • ' I I l 
:·_every night. 
. : ~ 
. . . - . .. .. .. .. . - . -
• 
. Live music 3 nites weekly . 
THE 
GLASS 4\ 
'"l• 
MENAGERIE 
( fllrmc1 l. 1111011 13ookstore) 
Easter cards 
Gifts 
See the· new Deli I 
Books 
Art supplies 
play in a Welsh mining town. He 
himself is a product of such a 
village, although he never 
entered a mine, and he spoke rio 
English until he was eight years 
old. A good student, he won a 
French scholarship which took 
him to Paris for a year; another 
won him free tuition to Oxford. 
Until he was 17 he had not seen 
an acted play, but he soon 
became an active member of the 
Oxford Dramatic Society and a 
playwright. He has written 15 
play~ of which the best known 
are "Night Must Fall," "The 
Corn Is Green" and "A Murder 
Has Been Arranged." He has 
appeared frequently on stage 
and screen and recently toured 
in a one-man show, "Reading 
from Dickens." 
The story of "Corn" is that of 
Miss Moffat, an English spinster 
schoolmistress in a Welsh mining 
village. Against the prejudice of 
the local people, she determines 
to help Morgan Evans, a boy 
~- . " 
who shows promise. Sh 
prepares him to apply for 
scholarship to Oxford, which h 
ultimately wins. Miss Moffa; 
played by Ithaca College drain 
major Florence Carlin, is ba~c 
on Williams' own Engl1 1 
schoolmistress who taught h1 
in Wales. The student, Morg,. 
Evans, is played by Thoma, 
Graff. 
Appearing in major roles Jr, 
Marian Leahy, Steven Dav1, 
Friedel, Karen Kalensky an, 
Susan Denner. The cast includes 
Edward Stone, Steven 
Gutterman, Ruth DiPasquale, 
David Briggs, Marc Pierce, Jo, 
Pfifferling and John Tissot. 
The play was first produced 1n 
London in 1938, with Dame 
Sybil Thorndike as Miss Moff,11 
and the author as Morgan Evarn 
The New York show opened 1n 
1940 with Ethyl Barrymore ;;1 
the lead; Richard Warring play~d 
the boy. Bette Davis starred 1n 
the film version. 
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Specializing in high. grade 
· photo finishing 
iii 
.J 
.J 
0 
a: 
CARRYING ALL CAMERA SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
corner of state and aurora 
OPEN MON. - SAT. 9 am - 5pm '.1.72-8090 
KODAK HONEYWELL CANC,f·l P.OLLEI POLAROID KODAK 
~****************************' 
' * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
FlY EUROPE $199.00 * 
* 
l 
(round trip, inc d'Cparting tax 1* 
Limited space 1s available. both round trip and one way 
aboard the Ithaca College chartered Jet for summer 
study abroad programs There will be openings for 
. . 
student, adm111istrat1on, im:ulty and staff on the Sabena 
Charter, departing from JFK to London July 25th, and 
returmng from London to JFK August 19th 
-SJl;N UP NOW at the Foreign Study Office Muller 207 
or c:ill Kathy Grey at 274 33 J 7 Arrangements made by 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
* 
• 
* Cook Gauntlett Travel Agency, 207 N 'Aurora St • 
* • 
-~******************~********** 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Spe,:iolizing ;n 
.\LL ..;\JOKERS' ..;t'l'l'UI·> 
p .\PEH Bot·,n BOOK~ 
PIPE HEP \IH~ 
'1."d to Strand Th,•a1 er 
Look for the orangl· ,m ning~ 
31Si.5TATEST. 
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The Elusive Big JaClt Illusion uncommon malaise to those ale begins to flow, we all stop weaned on a rich American diet: chasing for a while and sit back good steak and other quality and relax. Getting drunk with 
meats a re expensive here; 1f expatriates is fun-its educational, 
you 're unwilling to dig a lot of its deadening-but I sure as hell 
Big Jack Illusion and the 
Bubble Poppers are an elusive, 
big time rock outfit that have 
bee~ touring Europe ever since I 
landed at Heathrow Airport (in 
London) on January 10th. Some 
people say the Big Jack himself 
was on our BOAC flight out of 
Kennedy, but if that's so then he 
111ust have been travelling first 
class because I didn't see 
him;and although I've never_~een 
him on an album or on T.V. I'm 
sure I'd know what ,he looked 
like if I happened to bump into 
him.Atthe very least I'd know he 
was so·meone special. People say 
there's a certain presence to rock 
,tars or any stars for that matter 
and that even in civvies they 
,hine. 
School, Ithaca College of 
London, is fine and outta 
,ight.London, and- the college, 
present very little cultural shock. 
1 he movies, the plays, a lot of 
the T. V ., the courses offered at 
the school, are-not very different 
from the fare offered in the 
States. The city can be dealt 
with on comfortable terms. Big 
Jack Illusion digs London too, 
and, in an interview with 
"Rolling Stone," he was quoted 
as saying, "London's a gas. The 
birds are very freaky ... and, 
yes we like David Bowie. Don't 
you?" 
One has to be careful· of 
everything one reads; for 
instance, 1 thought that because 
Big Jack was gettin it steady that 
. l would also-if I dressed like him 
and wore my hair like him I 
could do no wrong. Beware! I 
found that it gets exhausting 
waiting in long queues for a 
chance to catch The Act; its 
better to keep up with your 
studies (at $2100 a semester 1 
can't afford to chase Jack and 
the books at the same time) and 
save the gusto-grabbin for 
vacations. 
The courses at I.C. London 
are no more difficult or 
interesting than at I.C.I.; so why 
fly 3500 miles across the globe 
Thursdoy 
AL13ATR0SS 
Fridoy 
ALBATROSS 
Soturdoy 
HUMMINGBIRD 
114-W. Green 
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Reserved·? tor you this summw 
It can take you 
anywhere 
you want to go 
For undergraduates from Nassau, Suffolk, Brooklyn, 
Queens, and Manhattan, Adelphi University's Early 
Summer Sessions mean a productive summer combined 
with more than.a month-long vacation. As a visiting 
student, yo1::1, can earn up to 12 credits and still 
have time for the beach and travel. 
SUMMER SESSION I: MAY 29 TOJUNE 30 
SUMMER SESSION II: JULY 9 TO AUGUST 10 
Courses in Anthro, Art, Bio, Business, Chem, Dance, 
Earth Sciences, Eco, Education, English, Languages, 
History, Math, Film, Music, Philosophy, Phys. Ed, 
Physics, Political Studies, Psych, Religion, Soc, 
Speeoh, Social Work and Nursing are particularly 
popular at Adelphi during the summer. And there's 
a busy campus social life during both Sessions. 
Adelphi olfers more ways to accomplish more this summer. 
You-can register ;nt1rely by mail. 
Write for Summer S.ession Registration materials to: 
Dept. C46 · Room 103, Levermor~ Hall. 
Adelphi University, Garden City, L. I.. N. Y. 11530, -
or call dire.s:;t to Summer-Session Office. 516-294-8700, Ext. 7261 
·-1 :.•. -
and in the process miss Sunday 
N.B.A. action and Dave 
Hollowell's last season on the 
Hill? Well, London is a good 
city-an exceptional city- and if 
you don 'r believe me. get a copy 
of Rolling Stone Issue number . 
. . and see what Big Jack has to 
say. 
London is everything one 
could reasonably hope for in a 
city of the '?O's: humanity still 
has a tenuous edge over insanity 
(although the recent arrival of 
the l RA from Ulster goes a long 
way in tipping the scale); there 
are countless wonderful, history 
book places to see ;there is a 
foreign but not exotic quality to 
the city that allows you the 
feeling of being far away while 
at the same time giving you a 
familiarity that breeds 
confidence. London is expensive 
if you're used to living high off 
the hog; if you're not (or if 
you're willing to make a few 
concessions) you can get by all 
right. 
Dietary shock is not an 
eggs, fish fruit and vegetables wouldn't want to do. it every 
(presupposing here that you'n: nitc. 
not B\g Jack and can't afford The education, both formal 
Filet of Hog every night) then and in formal (inseparable 
you're in trouble; but this is not• because they are complements) 
to say that you can't bite some 1s vital to an understanding of 
spice of life in your why you arc away. London 1s 
diet-experimenting with not an end hut m.iybe a means 
omelettes can be fun and to one. Big Jack has got all the 
nourishing too (I got a recipe for answers but they say he's lonely. 
a PB and J omlette that would Right? Getting off South Hill is 
make Graham Kerr stop cool and having my own flat 
galloping and take notice.) (actually sharing one with 3 
Above all, above the museums TV - R majors) is a new and 
and the galleries and the Cutty exc1t111g experience. but don't 
Sarks, the people of London come all the way to London to 
~tand out:they are unique in the get that kind of gusto. I 
wu btle combination of their wouldn't have m1ss..:d this 
diversity and their universality· opportu111ty for anything in the 
they are from everywhere. We world and it's not my place to 
are from everywhere. London discourage anyone else, but if 
becomes home very quickly. I you want to come here think 
play basketball for Chelsea first about what it really means 
College and, thru the team,have to you. 3500 miles is an awful 
come to know ~ome really good, long way just to get a-nice place 
interesting people. Chelsea is an off campus;if you·n: only going 
international squad: Britons, to chase Big Jack and his group 
Americans. Swill Persians, they have an American tour tlus 
Czechs. When we get pissed summer. Catch 'cm then-it'll he 
together, when the lager and the alot cheaper. 
BDIIIIIBS I Baar 6.95 
'ONLY ON MONDAYS 
Roa.st Prime Ribs of :Beef 
All the Cha.mpa.gne you ca.n drink 
'.,~ 
f Steak&. Grape 6.95 ~ ONLY ON TUESDAYS Generous l lb. Sirloin Stea.k All the Spa.rkling :Burgundy you ca.n drink 
f BEEF and BGGZE 6.95 ~ ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS -Roa.st Prime Ribs of :Beef All the Drinks you ca.n drink with Dinner 
f !itrak & Spirits 6.95 
' 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
0-enerous l lb. Sirloin Stea.k 
All the Drinks you ca.n drink with Dinner 
l lobster & liquor 6.<)o ~ ONLY ON ·FRIDAYS Live Mair.a Lobster All the Drinks you ca.n drink with Dinner 
~-
,J 
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funnily, er, humorously, so tlµt you might laugh 
sometimes. MARKLES 
,·,mt. from page ] 
community, the committee i!> -
looking hopefully forward to a 
program which will encompass 
both the affective needs of the 
students (,uch .is socialization 
and leather-student interaction 
as well as time and space 
c onccrn,) and those cogn1 t1ve 
needs (,uch as a ,tructured 
curr1culum) which were 
allegedly neglected Jt \larklcs 
Flat, I he ,ornmlft,•c hear, 
p r t' , e n t a t I o n , .1 l w c c k I y 
meeting,. ,·,,11L·c·rn111g vanou, 
altonat1\L' prng1am, .ind will 
m,ike a rc,·,,mmcrHi.1111111 lo the 
lthac.i Bn,lld of hlu,-.11:<>n onn· 
1 I h a, ,i r r I v c d ,l t \\ 11 a l I , 
coll!,!ckr,·d .1 \Iahle ,olut1on The 
weight wh1,·11 their 
rt•cc,mrnc•nd.1110n will c..1rry with 
the hnard 1, ,till unknO\\ 11. 
·\nd \\ hat ol the t,1le of 
Markle·, Fi.it,·• I Ill' ,clwol will 
permanently do,e Ill June and 
students will c•1ther he placc·d 1r1 
o th c r .1 rc,1 ,d1nols or rn an 
1ntcnrn program implemented 
by the Bo,ml ol Education on 
the r,·L·o111111endat1on of the 
committee, pending a more 
permanent alternative 
opportunity. The ~taff 1~ 
uncertain of the next ~tep, 
w h ct her there will he place~ 
open for educators of their 
compassion and expenence in 
Ithaca or whether they must 
look elsewhere. One thing is 
certain: Their effort to maintain 
a program which was devoted to 
learning and to kids was a 
significant step in the total 
effect that children, instilled 
with equality and independence, 
compassion and confidence, will 
have on the future. 
DAVIS 
RESIGNS 
COUNCIL 
l on t frcl'll {JtJ.}?t!. I 
experiment, I Jm urging 
,crapping it. ,t,1rt1ng over. and 
hudd1ng .1 ,y,tc.:m wtLh ,1 <,trong, 
he.11th} toundat1on. J 
lnundatwn cc.:rnc.:nted 1n 1eality 
1.1ther th.in 111 .inachron1s.t1c 
!ant.i,y." 
Pcriahs: "Dissapointment" 
<.;u~ l'enJlis, who ~1ls on the 
Counc:11 by v1tue or Ju~ postion 
.i~ A-:ting Vice Prt.!s1dent of 
Stud t'n t and Campus Affairs. 
c, pre,~ed J1ssapointmcnt over 
D..1v1s· rc.:~1gn<1lion. Pcriali~ would 
have preferred that Dav,~ "blast 
tht.! ,y~tcm hut stick with it " He 
sa 1d '· 1 feel very sorry that he 
chose tlus avenue." Asked to 
c.:omrnent on Davis' statement 
c.: oncerning the seating of 
administrators on the Council, 
Mr. Perialis said "This might be a 
queston that could be raised in 
terms of amending or changing 
the governence document." 
BOOK 
RE~VIEWS 
Bv Rob Patterson 
"Things fall ap;rt; the centre cannot hold.'' 
Have books seemed to have grown 
disproportionately large lately? Or have they just 
become overburdened with unnecessary 
descriptions and mcontinately ornate elaborations 
that merely add excess baggage? Do movies and 
ewn tv ,hows ,eern bogged down with unrelated 
,cene, that arc boring and unconnected with the 
all irnp,lrtant plot'? Who has time ,111ymore to read 
756 or 983 page novels'! 
''S.id themes were played by the hand. bereft of 
its mind by the death or 1t, tradition." 
Donald B.irthelmc has wnttc:n rive very good 
work, t fou1 short story colkct1011, and one short. 
nc.:o)lOVc:i) They .ire.: t'ractu1ed and ,cint11lated J'> 
cro,s1ng Fifth, t.ikrng the c'asts1dewalk down to 
34th. then th,1t goddamn ,huttk to Penn .. ,omc 
~tau, up to where the sunumbra grows and 
1,1ckhan1111er, .ire ,tJrlrng on th,ll silver ~kcmthing 
1n the lobby ·cross the.: way Somebody \ wh0. 1 
wonder) once: told me. deep 1r1 a delv1ng 
co11versat1on. that abstract1or11sm 111 art uses 
tL1:-.tapo~1t10n ot prima facie divers obJects. I 
wa,n 't really rnterested then and only vaguely so 
now. But Barthclme somehow 1, ,Ill arllst. divers 
and Jhstract .\ l{obhe-Grillet rondo approach, 
followed by a ReJoyceous non-stop 
cxpre,s/ digress -ion, cut to the contrast unlike 
anyone else. There is also a curious mix of 
subjectivity (as m the personalities showing 
through their lines) and objectivity (as in the 
hesaid, lsa1d, shesaid, hesaid, etcsaid mode of 
narrating) that leads to that multiplicity and 
sedimentarily layered interpretation which we all 
like so much, don't we? And sometimes Don even 
includes some illustrations like black squares or 
architectural daguerrotypes. He even writes 
"Frierids for dinner! The cr~dites are prepared. 
green and fresh ..• The good paper napkins are laid 
out ... Everyone is talking about capitalism ... the 
psychology of aging ... the politics of experience" 
Come Back, Dr. Caligari is a successful and 
bizarre collection of losses and failures that amusc1 
and stimulates. "Hi'dmg Man" takes place in J 
closed- theater that shows horrible hom;,r film, 
(such as Terror From the Year 5000, Beast With a 
Million Eyes and Blood of Dracula). Two men arc 
ostensibly watching the movie but actually playin~ 
catnmouse with each other about the eschatolog; 
of high school basketball. Snow White explores th,· 
life, the dreams, and the resignations of the title-
role and of those around her. i.e. the dwarvc, 
Sett mg has been changed to mutilate and defil,. 
the innocent. 
Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts is ju,, 
that. !\ point to be garnered is that these unnatu1.,, 
habits and weird ocL·urrences an~ really q Lili, 
commonplace, too common. How can an averal!, 
normal per,on survive the bizarre: 11011-perso;-
careening about him m the ,piralling Brown1.11· 
danee culled e1villzat1on'! 
City Life is more hopek.,sness. this tin . 
centered 1n the city, 111 th 
fourth-t;ioor-cold-water-.,walk-ups, the manors 
the :instonats. the spires agleam with promise, an .. 
the prefahrrcated hovels. Life in the city is the 
aggrega~e or life everywhert! else, and "brother, 
sure packs a whallop!) 
Sadness is Barthclme's most recent book and 
shows the progress and proficiency expected of .11, 
author's fifth work as well as l11s usual talen· 
These stories are more demanding anp yet mo1c 
rewarding. A man hves three lives (all only partial 1 
by utilizing two paper 'dolls for personaliti 
transfers. Another citizen' of Barthelme's city 11 
slowly realizing his loss when he must dismantk 
his android, his 40% metal friend who has taught 
him how to live without involvement or in any 
way affecting/being affected by the world. Ah, the 
sublime bliss of our chagrin at not being able t,, 
exist intangibly! Ah, Easter! Oh, Atlantis! 
HE CORNELL CONCERT COMMISSION IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
THE CORt"°ELL FOLK SONG CLUB; PRESENTS AN ALLDAY 
FOlK FESTIVAL 
BARTON H,ll AP/tll If. 
Festivities starting at noon include banjo,°" songwriter workshops 
concerts by Johnf& Tony ·and Country Cooking and an extensive. 
craftfair -
PLANNING A JUNE WEDDING? 
8:JO 
CONCERT 
We have traditional invitations ,of course. 
But you should see our very modern 
social announcemmt selection 
' I ,, I I \'I 1111\\ '\. ii I\\'\. 1111 \1 \ 
WHENCE THE KNIGHT FORGETHE 
QUICKLY INTO THE LEAD, AND 
-AGREED TO DOUBLE THE BET, •• 
.. _~_::_~.---------·· .... ---- - -rr--..,.,....,.. ~-~= r 
TICKETS: SI Afternoon only 
$3 CU ad.,ance S4 ofhers ior A(ternoon & Ario Concert 
. I 
WSH, NCU ;Noyes;Mayers)Hidtown!Egbert,.Cory 
Mail Payable: Willard Straight dall PO Bo. 907 Ithaca NY 14850 
Deadline : <+/CJ 
Coming May 4 g & I0:30 ·· Bailey rlall $3.SO <..U advance MILES 
mail deadline: 4/30 $4,50 others DAV IS 
BUT ALAS,WHEN VICTORIE WAS 
ALMOST HIS, BAD LUCK FALLETH 
UPON HIM ANO HE LOST ALL 
H!S BEERE TO THE DRAGON ••• 
PROVING THAT SOME GUY5 
.JUST DON'T KNOW HOW TO 
QUOIT WHEN THEY'RE AHEAD. 
' 
_Schatfe, s,-,;e,, New Yo,k. N,Y., Balhmo<t, M<1., leM1h Valltl,, Pa. 
. ' 
- ( ..... -... -. ...,......... ... ~·-- .......... , ....... ' ~ 
_j 
CLASSIFIEDS 
RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED TO 
LONG ISLAND OR N.Y C. ANO 
BACK TO IC THIS WEEKEND, 
APRIL 6•8. PLEASE CALL ANDRA 
xs2s. 
To Delta Psi Kappa 
Bimbo says: DANCE 
Murphy's Marauders 
To tile sisters of Psi Kap 
our foundation is now small 
but we strive to make it tall. 
11 will be hard but we'll rely on you 
To give us the strength to see 1! 
through. 
"Baby Rocks" 
NEEDED - House to rent. Family 
needs furnished 3·4 bedroom house 
w itll modern kitchen to (ent for 
either 1 or 2 years. West Hill area 
preferred. References. Call after 6 
p.m. 273-3289. 
summer Sublet:female to share 
furnished 2 bedroom apt. Call: 
277·3286. 
1971 Honda CL450 excellent 
condition only 4000 miles original 
owner. $800 firm. Please call Scott 
277-0931. 
4 students need house to rent for 
7 3 .. 7 4 school year. Call Dave at 
277·0931 or Tom at 277-3314. 
congratulations Pat and Ed. 
The Sisters of 
Delta Psi Kappa 
FOR SALE: GE refrigerator - 10 
cubic feet, excellent condition, with 
freezer, $is. Call 277-3928. 
FOR SALE: 1969 Flat 124 slation 
wagon. Needs some work. Make an 
offer. 273-8559. 
Fly round trip to Germany. Adults -
s 185. Students - $165. Call 
272-6426 evenings. 
Lt. Columbo· 
can I ask you how much you paid 
for dcm shoes!' 
Sen. Kennedy 
summer Sublet: furnished 
2-hedroom apt. fully carpeted. Call 
277-3286. 
couple looking for another couple to 
switch with for Garden Apartments. 
Call X765 or 273-9875. 
Cars Repaired: Tune-ups 
troubl..-sllootlng, brake and exhaust 
systems checked and repaired. Save 
on costly labor charges. For info call 
Wayne at 274-3367 or x367. 
Ro.om mates Wanted: To share apt. or 
house. Call 277-3286. 
2 bedroom apt. for summer sublet 
near downtown Ithaca. $148 
monthly. Completely furnished. Call 
Ken at 273-8057 or 274·3207. 
Ride wanted to LIVINGSTON, N.J. 
area for Passover. Leave Friday April 
1~, or Sunday April 15. Share$. 
Cail Larry X541 
Leave ...,essage 
Ride DESPERATELY needed to 
Lon~ Island (Merrick or vicinity, 1f 
possible) 4p.m. or after Thurs. April 
19 or early Fri. April 20 and back 
Sun. April 22 or Mon. April 23. Will 
share expenses. Please contact Betsy 
at X3631 or 273-9754. 
Ride needed to SUNV of 
Binghamton 4/6 and back 4/8. Call 
Betsy at X3631. 
Ride wanted any weekend to Penn 
State (University Park) and back to 
1.C. Cail X3631 or 273-9754 and ask 
for Betsy. 
Furnished Apts for Rent for 2, 3, 4, 
6 and 8 people. Cail 272-3389 ( 1 o 
a.m. • 5 p.m.) or 273-5700. 
. Dear Pebbles, 
April 14th marks the first 
anniversary of the Sing-Out and the 
start of a wonderful relationship. 
Thank you for a wonderful time. 
Let·~ hope the next four years are as 
fruitful and loving as tile first was. 
P.S.U. isn't at the other end of the 
world and four years isn't so long. We 
WILL make it! Happy Anniversary! 
With ail my love always, 
Bucket Bottom 
(allas Flat-Top) 
FOR SALE: 2 receivers • Allied 
A-2508 8 band AM·FMCPOLICE-SW 
with 2 extra speakers and two 
antennae; ADMIRAL STC-711 stereo 
AM-FM 15 W/RMS/CHANNEL. $75 
each. Steve X681, 273-9774 .. 
THE MOST UNUSUAL 
*** JE~ELFI.V *** 
llP®VOO!~lrilW ~OrFV~ 
I 
\. 
IN OUP. AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
:'>lf1ru,..[", .,. £NT:, PO .... C.l'-S I Hf.YI";, ·, •• r•i...r.., 1· 
A,, '•I' ,._.v{ n., .... •, ,.., , •• '•. 
ATTENTION CLA~INET 
PLAYERS: Key of A BUFFET 
clarinet in excellent condition. 
Inquiries 273-5819, around 
dinnertime. 
Ithaca College Student Speech and 
Hearing Associatlon---We 
announce- On Wednesday, April 
11th at 7:00, rm F2D5 Refreshments 
-will be served. Dr. Baker will speak 
on Tongue Thrust. 
FOR SALE: 1965 Mustang 28 c.u. 3 
speed on the floor. l),lew paint and 
tir~ Call John, leave message. Best • 
offer oyer $300. 277-0931. 
FOR SALE: 1971 Honda CL450 
excellent condition. Only 4000 miles. 
Original owner. $800 firm. Please call • 
Scott 277-0931. 
FOR SALE: 48 inch Black lite with . 
Ii x r u re included. Used under 1 0 
hours. Like new. $25.00. Call Doug ~ 
X3564 or 273-9533. 
Walk for the Children is exc1t1ng, fun, 
rewarding and this Sunday. Hope to • 
see you there! 
Dear Soccer Team; 
Wow, it's really great to see you ail 
on action again. You're lookin good .• 
Good luck at Cornell on Tuesday. 
Your Fan5 
Got your sponsor sheet yet' Don't • 
forget, Apni 8, 9:00 a.m. Meet at the 
"Tin Can" and walk for the kids .. 
Summer Sublet. Easy walk to 
campus. Spacious one bedroom, 
three room furnished apt. Fireplace, 
garage. Ideal for married couple. 
273-8239. 
FOR SALE: STEREO AMPLIFIER 
OVNACO SCA·80Q 
QUADRAPHONIC - SO WATTS 
RMS - EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
$170.00 or BEST OFFER. CALL 
JON X749 or 273-9895. 
Tile Student Coordinating 
~ 
~ 
• Committee for the Israel Emergency • Fund is still accepting contributions 
to aid the many life-saving programs 
of the United Jewish Appeal. Those 
that wish to contribute should send ~ 
their contributions to the 5CCIEF 
Drive at Ithaca College, c/o 
Chaplain's Office, Dorm 3, as soon as 
possible. 
University 
Delicatessen g 24 hoyrs 
~ daily 
n College 
400 Ave. 
ARNOLD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
• 
• 
• 
~. 
~ 
• 
* 
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SLO-POKE 
rit .... , .... , 
For All Your· 
Printing Needs 
,I ''r-..;.LI • ··············~·········································· 
( 607) 272-71!00 • 
ICKEY'S. 
MUSIC STORE t 
201 s. Tioga St ~ 
Ithaca, N.Y. ~ 
272- 8262 , i( 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
3/ 7 N. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Jerry Holden, Mgr. 
•• 
·-~ All Types of Repairs 
NYS /NSPECllON STA 110N ~ 
_____ 2_12_.2_2_8_8 ____ • 
Students! Immediate 
C.weragc. MonthlJ Porments· 
Awoiloltle. Car Insurance • 
Metorcycle Insurance • . 
• ~ 
~· 
Friday & 
Saturday 
ORLEANS 
•..•.........•..•.•...•.•••...............•........... 
Sunday 
SKY ACRES 
·*.** 
Lee Newhart Ins. 
1011 W St•t. St. J7J•Utl 
. ' .. ~ 
·.- • '!. : ,. ~ ' . . . . 
American Sport Preferences 
By ·Terry Segal 
In the past thirteen years 
what sport, percentage wise. has 
enjoyed the greatest increa~e 111 
fan attendance'! A precipitate 
vote might be ca~t for 
foothall-and it"~ wrong. The 
an~wer 1s ,occer. Yea, you read 
11 right. S<1cc..:r fan attendance 
(at least one game a year lll 
e1tht:r l11gh school. college, or 
profc~swnal ranks) climbed I~ 
percentJgc polllt~ lll popularity 
to J_v; for the period l'J5<J to-
llJ 7 2 Foot ball 111crcascd I O'i· to 
.B'; for the SJ me period. These 
results dre compliments of 
George G<11lup 
Gallup recently conducted a 
poll on fan 111tere~t and 
attendance of sports. It points 
out some discrepancies that have 
heen perpetrated on the puhhc 
in the pJst few years. 
For example, according to the 
poll, hJschall 1~ not dymg. Fan 
attendance increased 2½, for the 
period al though fan interest 
( defined as a fan's favorite sport) 
remained. below its 1959 level. 
What makes baseball appear 
even more __ .healthy rs the fan 
interest shown in football. The 
popularity increase enjoyed by 
football in recent years had been 
at t rib ll ted to thl' decline in 
int crest in baseball In other 
words football was siphoning off 
fans froRl baseball. However the 
poll shows that 32% named 
f o o t b a 11 as their favorite 
sport-down 4¼ from the Jast 
poll. Maybe the myriad of, 
football games people are 
exposed to every weekend is 
. beginning to wear thin on John 
Q. Public's nerves. 
The poll also shows a 
dramatic increase in boxing 
attendance. In the past few years· 
b o xrng matches had been 
portrayed as cruel, sadistic, 
encounters in which tJ;e only 
objective of each contestant was 
beating the other senseless. If so, 
Americans enjoyed t-he show on 
an upswing in the past decade 
.and a half. Attendance jumped 
I 0%. Indubitably pa.rt of the 
increase can be traced to 
Muhammad Ali. Ali saved the 
boxing-world from extinction in 
the 60's. Although barred from 
the ring for 31h years, Ali still 
had generated enough interest in 
the sport to keep it alive during 
his absence. 
Chances are the fight game 
will continue to thrive during 
the ?O's. Ali is back(although 
not the same fighter he once 
was) and the nation has a new 
folk hero in the seemingly 
i~destructible George Foreman. 
How ever, the game needs to 
develop some classy performers 
outside the heavyweight 
division. 
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The most startling result of 
the. poll was the decline in 
'attendance at stock car races. 
Attendance dipped seven per 
cent. Recent developments in 
the past few years would seem 
to indicate an opposite reaction. 
The sport enjoyed seeing some 
of its premier events telecast 
live. Newspapers in many large 
areas had devoted full pages to 
coverage of the ::port. Yet 
according to the poll, attendance 
had dropped. 1 
As far as participant sports 
swimming was the winner. 
Forty-two per cent of those 
· questioned replied th.at a dip in 
the surf was their favorite sporC 
-i~ which to engage. Other sports 
Last Thursday night there was 
a very successful Varsity Club 
meeting. Committees were 
instituted .and are presently 
working on; the awards for the 
Varsity Club dinner, the 
constitution and the election of 
officers. lt should be noted that 
women are invited to the Varsity 
Club dinner. 
Possible programs that will be 
on the_ Varsity Club's '73-'74 
agenda will include a concert, 
raffles, community programs 
and a Spirit Club. 
The Varsity Club will have a 
representative on the athletic 
council, which will mean the I.C. 
athletes will have a chance ·10 
voice their opinions in their 
e 
··,· ... 
mentioned were bowling, up 
10% to 28%, and fishing, which 
dropped to. 24% from ·the 
previous 32%. 
Naturally this poll is not a 
definitive answer to America\ 
sports preferences. But it doe, 
serve to point out trends in the 
A men can public's interest in 
sport. -Football undoubtedly i~ 
the king, but those sports that 
many had written off as losing 
out in the mainstream of interest 
( baseball, boxing, and soccer) 
·showed surprising strength. 
- The poll does point out one 
important fact. Americans enjoy 
a wide spectrum of sports that is 
surpassed by few societies. 
athletic program. 
John Vitolo wanted me to 
mention his name. Bob Calcagno 
has been put out of Prospect 
Manor to Stud. Big Otto (Jefi 
Paterson) is leaving Ithaca for a 
smaller Island. 
There has been an increase rn 
the de-struction of parking 
mete rs, according to the 
committee of Self-Abuse. 
headed by Bob Austin and 
Randy Shayler. 
Good luck to all of I.C' 
·athletic teams as they open up 
their Spring schedules this week . 
I would like to close with om· 
important fact. Tom Downey 
has not placed a sheet on his bed 
for the 28th consecutive week. 
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J.C. Tennis 
To Improve? 
ITHACA . . After two lean 
years of competition, Ithaca 
College's tennis team has high 
10pes that better days are ahead. 
he Ithacans will find out, 
aturday, when they open the 
1973 season with a home match 
gainst Binghamton State. 
Coach Tim ,Faulkner, who 
irected the team in 1970 before 
eaving for a two year hitch in 
he Army, will use returning 
cttermen Brian Mangione, Rit 
uller, Pete Edelmann and Don 
'oenig to fill the top four 
ositions. 
Sophomore Rick Shapiro, and 
freshmen- John Burch and Len 
1chlin are the top contenders 
or the last two spots. 
Ithaca had a 30-1 0 record 
rom 1966-70, but fell to a 2-12 
iverall mark in the past two 
easons. Despite a strong 
d1edule, Faulkner feels his club 
ias a good chance to at least 
tnple last year's win total of 
one. 
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Women's Softball 
Season Opens 
The Girl's Varsity Softball 
Team is back on the field once 
again!1 The season opened 
officially on March 26, upon the 
return from spring vacation. 
Re turning from last year are 
sophomores, Nancy Vi!odeau 
and Sue Blanchard; juniors, Kit 
Buell, Mel Kapner, Linda Korp, 
Chris O'Connor, Pam Schute, 
and Margaret Stacy. Sue 
Kennedy and Cathy Kunz return 
once again as· our acitve sanior. 
N e w ·t o o u r t e a m i s- a 
representative from the 
Freshman class, Reba Nash; 
sophomores, Cal Collins and 
Beth Nisco; junior, Bonnie 
Burgdorf; and a senior, Mary 
Jean Bubb. Working with the 
Discount 
Beverages 
BJ::ER .LESS THAN $3 CASE 
at 
Townley's 
Texaco 
(Across from MacDonald's) 
team 1s the coach: Miss Dons 
Kostrinsky; managers, Steffi 
Fuch and Kathy Hansen; and 
trainer, Barb Sheaver. 
This years schedule is: April 
16, Brockport (A) at 4 pm; April 
19, Cortland {H) at 4 pm; April 
24, Penn State {A) at 2:30 pm; 
April 26, Cortland (A) at 4 pm: 
April 27-28, N.Y.S.A.J.A.W. 
Cortland(A); May 2, Oneonta 
{A) at 4 pm; and May 5, Albany 
{H) II pm: Penn State and' 
Albany will be double-headers 
this season. 
T h e N e w Y o r _k S t a t e 
Tournament is to be at Cortland 
this year. I.C. is seated first in 
the tournament as Defending 
,State Champions from 1972. 
Despite the poor weather 
conditions for practices, Coach 
Kostrinsky feels that this will be 
as great a season, if not better 
than last year's. With good 
Ed Keagle 
defense and stronger batting, the 
team should have no problems. 
J.C. is known for its alert and 
aggressive base running another 
good asset of the team. It should 
be a very good season. 
Elected Commodore 
ITHACA ... Senior Ed Keagle 
of Owego, New York has been 
elected Commodore of the 1973 
Ithaca College varsity 
heavyweight crew. 
Keagle has been a starter for 
the Ithaca heavies for the past 
three years, and will occupy the 
numb er five starting position 
this spring for I.C. which opens 
its season Saturday in Buffalo, 
against Canis1us and Buffalo 
State. 
"Ed has been a major reason 
for the tremendous success of 
crew at Ithaca College since it 
began in 1969," first year coach 
Bob Tallman remarked. "He is 
extremely dedicated and has 
sh own ex ce lien t I eadership, 
especially this season when we 
needed it so much, after losing 
six starters from last year's 
boat." 
A Television-Radio major at 
Ithaca, Keagle is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Roger Keagle of 294 
Main Street in Owego, and is a 
1969 graduate of Owego Free 
Academy. 
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